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New athletic facilites in the works
BYJAYHELMER
AND ROBBIE KETCHAM
Collegian Staff

"Our athletic facilities are just

inadequate." These were
the words of Special Assistant to
the President for Student Facilities
Development Doug Zipp, describing the reasoning behind the building of a new student facility.
woefully

During

Monday's Gambier

Council meeting, Doug
Givens, the Managing Director of
the Philander Chase Corporation,
outlined the preliminary plan for
Village

the project.
The new facility is set to be
built on the site of the current
Wertheimer Fieldhouse; construction in set to begin in the spring of
2003. Describing the goals of the
project, Zipp said, "One of the big
drivers here is that we want to be
the best. We asked, 'what is going
to separate us from every other athletic facility around especially with
our peer institutions?'"
The answer is that the building is intended to be more than just
athletic center, but rather closer to
a full student center.

"One of the ways we'll do this
build the best facility is through
technology, with a wireless technology center where you can sit
down with your laptop and check
There will be computer stations throughout the building, as
well as social space and study
space. We want to give students
reason to go down the hill, not just
to go down and work out."
The new building will include
many athletic amenities such as a
new weight and fitness center, a
competitive indoor track, indoor
tennis courts and a "Multi-Activ- e-m-

ail.

Where's Bishop Chase When We Need Him?
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see FACILITY, page two

Nuts lead to ER stay
and ARAMARK Food Service
Director John Darmstadt, came
after the student, who did not wish
to be identified, ate a cookie containing nuts. It is alleged that the
presence of nuts was not labeled.
The student, allergic to nuts, went
to the hospital Wednesday, October 24, where she spent the night.
About a week after this incident,
the student again reportedly encountered a food item containing
almonds that was unlabeled.
The results of the meeting,
which took place at 1 p.m. yesterday, are unknown, though the stu-- .
'
see NUTS, page four

A Kenyon student's trip to the
Knox County Community Hospital Emergency Room for severe
breathing difficulties led to a meeting yesterday afternoon between
that student, her mother and several members of the Kenyon administration.
The meeting,., attended by
President Robert Oden, Dean of
Students Donald Omahan, Dean
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Collegian News Staff
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BY ROBBIE KETCHAM
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No official title has been given
to the building as of yet, however
it appears to be something similar
to a student union. ManyKenyon
students have voiced opposition to
a union due to the belief that the
entire campus acts as a student
center in its own right. Zipp refused to define it as a student
union, saying, "We're not trying to
create a student union. We're trying to give our students something
they've never had. It's to create a
destination, a place to see and be

said that the facility would also
feature may
resources
such as academic classrooms,
computer areas and student life organization offices.
One of the other specifications
in the plans was what Zipp called
a "grab and go" that would be similar to a convenience store, which
would be an addition to the services currently provided by
ARAMARK.

r
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ity Court," to be used for volleyball and basketball courts, which
would be open to all students. Zipp

'.

'

for Academic Advising Jane
Martindell, Dr. Tracy Schermer

V

Deifel's position smoky

s

BY ROBBIE KETCHAM

News Assistant

Amy Gallese
Evangelists confront members of the Kenyon community Thursday. The members of the Remnants
Christian Fellowship in Mt. Vernon plan to return to the campus often until winter sets in.
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sing hits whole note rest

Orientation tradition postponed until second semester
It was hoped, since the steps
were not finished in time for the
first-yesing to be held during

would be completed in time for us
sing immeto hold the first-yediately following Founders' Day.

"Then let our songs ascend in
unison!" So says "The Thrill

orientation that they would be

Obviously, and despite good

completed in time for Matricula-

(Alma

tion Day last week. The goal was
for the sing to occur then, when all
were again asof the first-yeasembled. However, the work was
again not completed, so the date
of the sing remains unspecified.
"Though we made no promises," said President Robert Oden,
"we very much hoped that the restored to their original and
former beauty Rosse Hall steps

progress, the steps were not completed in time. I have, once again,
spoken with Dean Omahan about
this, and I know that a small group
is working on planning for the
right time for the sing, now that
Founders' Day has come and gone.
Like the Senior Class sing, which
we hold following Baccalaureate
whenever weather permits, this is
a very important tradition, and we
SING, page four

BY TARYN

MYERS
Senior News Editor

ar

Mater)," one of the four

Kenyon songs that are traditionally
sung by each incoming freshman
c'ass during
each

orientation and
senior class after Baccalaureate. This year, however, the
slePs in front of Rosse Hall remained silent during orientation,
or as silent
as they could be with
instruction crews working on
outgoing

them.
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Deifel in question
Social Board

Constitutional 'ambiguities led to
a heated discussion Sunday regarding
the roles of the Student Council President at Senate and Social Board. Following Student Council President
Nick Deifel's Senate vote in favor of
smoking bans in both dormitories and
apartments, a vote which occurred despite a 14-- 1 Council vote against the

measure, Council members

tinues to relate the voice of the body.
"By voting the opposite of what
Student Council did," said Shayla
Myers '02, "I feel you violated the
representation of Student Council. As
Student Council President, you are
elected to represent Student Council.
I'm chair of the Housing and Grounds

ques-

Committee, and if Housing and

tioned and criticized Deifel for acting
against the wishes of the legislature.
Deifel defended his actions, interpreting the Campus Constitution as
allowing for independent voting on the

Grounds voted one way, even if I disagreed, I would vote as my committee voted. When you go to Senate,
you represent the 16 of us."
see COUNCIL, page three
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Tonight: Scattered showers.
High 64F, low 34F .
Friday: Partly cloudy. High

51F,low32F.

.

Saturday: Sunny. High 58F, low

36F.
Sunday: Sunny. High 60F, low

36F
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Facility: More than just another fieldhouse
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
seen, a place to go work out, study,
meet friends, meet with faculty
members for a conversation, play
racquetball, eat, have a student organization meeting."
When asked how it would differ from a student union, Zipp could
not provide a definitive answer: "I
don't know. It's going to be the center of attention because it's going
to be new ...We want it to be part
of campus life. It's not going to replace the bookstore, the center of
town, the deli ... They always said
that if the Village were put into a
bubble in the center of town, it
would be the perfect student union."

Given the prospective location
of the new building being a rr oder-at- e
distance away from the center
of campus, one may be concerned
that the new facility might be inclined to create an alternative campus. Although Zipp said that one of
the goals of the project is to get students "off the Hill," he believes "We
don't anticipate this being a second
campus. It's going to be part of our
campus, and hopefully a space everyone will enjoy. Our view is to
a facility
make this
that will enhance the Kenyon experience and balance the academic and
the social ... the mind and the total
body: a plan that is truly Kenyon."
one-of-a-kin-

The committee in charge of
creating that experience is made up
of students, faculty and staff as well
as a member of the Gambier Village
Council, yet to be determined. The
committee expressed several goals
they hoped the new facility would
accomplish, among them to support
the success of the athletic programs
and to support the Kenyon experience.
When this building will be
ready is also in question. The current schedule has the design phase
occurring over the next 18 months,
and construction set to be completed
in May of 2005. "Unfortunately, it's
a ways off, but that's how long con

d;

A $50,000 transfer of funds to pay
for Gambier water through the year's
end has led a water-wear- y
Village
Council to seek new solutions to a
water situation that has sapped the
municipality of over $85,000 this year
alone. Several leaks in Village pipelines have accounted for thousands of
dollars in. cost overruns, with monthly

out in a room that was not his. The
student was escorted to his own

costs over $20,000. In October alone,
Gambier paid the Mount Vemon Di-

room.
ing cherry picker outside of
Stephens Hall.
Nov. 1, 7:47a.m. - Report of students on roof at Philip Mather.
Nov. 1, 11:14a.m. - Medical call
at Caples Residence. Student was
transported to the hospital by the
emergency squad.
Nov. 1, 11:32a.m. - Theft of items
from room in Philip Mather. Vandalism to refrigerator.
Nov. 1, 3:50p.m. - Medical call at
the Art Barn regarding injured student. The student was transported
to the hospital.
Nov. 2, 2:31a.m. - Report of student stuck in elevator at Tomsich
Hall. Doors were forced open and
Maintenance was notified.
Nov. 2, 2:42a.m. - Fire alarm at
Kenyon Inn no fire was found
and the alarm was reset.
Nov. 2, 7:01a.m. - Medical call at
Gund Hall regarding ill student.
The student saw the College physician the next day.
Nov. 2, 7:39a.m. - Medical call at
Mather Residence. The student
was transported to the hospital by
the emergency squad.
Nov. 3, 4:16a.m. - Report of students setting off fireworks and discharging fire extinguisher between
McBride Residence and Gund
Commons.
Nov. 3, 4:16a.m. - Vandalism at
McBride Residencecrash bar

News Assistant

Nov. 4, 12:42a.m. - Report of large
group of students in Bexley Place
area. The area was monitored until the group had dispersed.
Nov. 4, 3:30a.m. - Vandalism in

vision of Water and Wastewater
$20,515.91.
"We talked with former Village
Administrator Dick Baer about how
we have somehow strayed from numbers that are realistic," said Mayor

basement of Hanna Hall, ceiling
tiles broken.
Nov. 4, 3:50a.m. - Altercation between students at Mather Residence.
Nov. 4, 4:06a.m. - Fire alarm activated by fireworks set off in
Mather Residence.
Nov. 4, 4:36a.m. - Vandalism at
Mather Residencefood poured on
carpet and hallway walls.
Nov. 4, 12:15p.m. - Juveniles
found using lounge in Leonard
Hall. They were escorted off cam-

Michael Schlemmer at Monday
night's Council meeting. "His assessment was that we have leaks."
Gambier has had leakage problems for several years, due to the age
of Village pipes. Despite several repairs to severe leaks, water pressure is
forcing its way through new locations
on the pipelines and, in turn, wasting
water. Treasurer Mary Samuell estimated that Village water costs have
0
risen
since last year. "I estimated that it's costing $2000-300- 0
a
day," she said.

pus.
Nov. 4, 1:20p.m. - Vandalismvehicle egged in Lewis Lot.

15-2-

Nov. 4, 7:20p.m. - Vandalism
posters about speaker torn down
around campus.
Nov. 5, 7:44a.m. - Fire alarm at
Lower Rosse Hall, activated by
construction workers. Alarm was

Much of this cost has been
funded in the Village budget. Of the
water bill, Council member Elizabeth
Forman said, "Gambier has one of the
highest water rates in the state of Ohio,
and we sit on an aquafirm. The irony
of it all."
"We have the weakest link prob-

reset.
Nov. 5, 11:25a.m. - Theft of items
from room at Tomsich Hall.
Nov. 5, 1:45p.m. - Drug parapher-

lem," explained Council President
John Ryerson. "We fix the worst ones,
and we're finding that the ones that
weren't that bad, are."
Two primary solutions were discussed: for the short-terthe legislature will consider purchasing a leak
detector and a pipe locator, estimated
at $3,000 each. The Village used to
own such equipment, he noted, but it
was stolen.
solution would be
A long-terthe creation of Gambier's own water
service. Kenyon College has "a really

nalia found in room at New Apartments.
Nov. 5, 5:15p.m. - Theft of items

from Beta Temple.
Nov. 5, 9:33p.m. - Fire alarm at
Colburn Gallery, possibly from
cigarette smoke.
Nov. 6, 1:21p.m. - Underage possession of alcohol at Norton Hall.

m,

m

In the November 1, 2001 edition, in the article entitled "20 foot

ban discussed," the Collegian reported that Student
ir
of Sen
ate Ludi Ghesquiere '02 voted against the smoking legislation and
that Sophmore Class Represenative Ken Moore abstained. In fact,
Uhesquiere can only vote in the case of a tie, which did not exist in
this situation, and Moore voted against the legislation rather than ab
staining. The final tally for this vote was 11-- 4 with one abstention,
rirst-YeRepresentative Tyler Bullen.

good well," commented Managing
Director of the Philander Chase Cor-

Co-Cha-

ar

scribes how "the Village's center, near
the middle of the College's campus,
serves as Kenyon's student union, providing gathering places, the offices of
the student affairs staff, a performance
space and even a highly desirable residence hall." In planning a combined

athletic facility improvement and
student center, the school undertakes a delicate balance of providing an expanded experience while
attempting to maintain the comm-

character

unity-based

of

Kenyon.

expensive. They're expensive
somebody, somewhere."

BY ROBBIE KETCHAM

ns

Nov. 1, 2:57a.m. - Student climb-

prides itself on providing some of
the finest athletic facilities available
among small colleges." At the same
time, an admissions web page de-

Excess water dries up funds

October 31 - November 6, 2001
Oct 31, 7:30p.m. - Unauthorized damaged.
bonfire in woods west of Hanna Nov. 3, 4;17a.m. - Pumpkins
smashed in Fan Hall area.
Hall. The fire was extinguished.
Nov. 3, 5:05a.m. - Vandalism at
Nov. 1, 12:47a.m. - Officers reLewis Hall, ceiling tile broken.
quested that students extinguish lit
Nov. 3, 6:32a.m. - Vandalism at
outside
torches and
of Hanna Hall due to the dry Philip Mather, windows broken
Nov. 3, 9:00a.m. - Unregistered
leaves.
Nov. 1, 2:50a.m. - Officers rekeg in room at Old Kenyon.
sponded to report of intoxicated Nov. 3, 10:52a.m. - Vandalism to
underage student who had passed fire hose at Old Kenyon.
jack-o-Ianter-

struction and design takes," said
Zipp. Although the plans also include the renovation of Ernst, a decision is still forthcoming about
what will be done with the space
occupied by the current aquatic center. Also, the building will extend
south beyond the dimensions of
Wertheimer.
Zipp reported a "very favorable
response" from the Kenyon community. "We're being very, very
careful to include everybody. This
is not designed to focus on the athlete, but the student, the athlete, faculty, staff and community as well."
On its athletics website, the
college proclaims that "Kenyon

'

poration Doug Givens. "Anything that
would lower our water bill would be
great. We'll provide the water, you
guys take care of the pipes. It may be
the case where we need our own water system."

Water bill
Farmland preservation
Speed
In other business, Knox County
will remain green for the foreseeable
future, if the aspirations of Council are
realized. The Village, along with Knox

County, will be participating in two
farmland preservation programs over
the coming months, attempting to find
means to prenew and
vent urban sprawl and keep the farmers in business.
?The Ohio Regional Planning
Commission is getting into an area that
cost-effecti-

ve

we want to be involved in," reported
Schlemmer, "and that is farmland
preservation. We have talked in the

to

The Planning Commission will
further discuss its preservation policies November 28, when Schlemmer
and others will meet with the Farmland Preservation office of the Department of Agriculture in Knox County.
The fund distribution committee held
its first organizational meeting last
week, and will hold two more meetings in December.
Council also unanimously passed
a ban on certain forms of open burning within the Village limits. Two ordinances passed: the first defining
types of open burning permitted, and
the second regulating the places where
such burning can occur
Council continued to discuss traffic policies at Monday's meeting,

the electronic

"show-your-spee-

as

d"

context of zoning in trying to maintain what it is in Gambier that we all
like ... and that we can't necessarily
afford to own. This kind of process
makes it economically more feasible
for farmers to stay on the land in agriculture rather than selling out to people
who want to develop it, keeping Knox
County the kind of place that we want
it."
The second means for maintaining a rural Knox County was proposed
by Representative Phil Samuell, who
has been appointed a committee distributing funds for natural areas. The
committee, part of a statewide farmland preservation issue approved in a
referendum last year, includes three
representatives from Knox County, as
well as representatives from Morrow,
Pickaway, Licking, Fayette and Delaware Counties. The organization will
decide the recipients of
dollar state grants, which will go toward purchasing land for farmland

speed limit sign was given positive
reviews mixed with concern about a
future public immunity to the sign.
Speeding on Wiggin and Brooklyn
streets has been a Council concern for
some time, due primarily to
traffic using the Gambier streets
short-cuto routes 229 and 308.
as
"You tend to notice the people
who cut through Gambier," said Phil
Samuell, who lives on one of the
boulevards, "and they just fly

preservation.
"It's strictly
said Samuell. "Itcan'tberails-to-trail- s
or upkeep, it's simply buy property,
and buy lots of it. The money's there;
and if you like the view, you can now
buy it."
Member Carl Brehm is con-

to contract negotiations.
The executive session "solicited
concerns from Council about how the
current contract with the Knox County
Sheriff is working," said Schlemmer
I
after the meeting. "Jim Lenthe and
are meeting with the Sheriff Wedne-

multi-thousa-

land-acquisitio-

nd

n,"

cerned about the cost of these programs, however. "Have people actually thought about what they want to
give up to do this?" he asked. "It's
not cheap, and that's for all society.
What we spend on making the place
green, we spend less on education, for
example. I know a lot about these programs, and they're not free; they're

out-of-to-

wn

ts

"cut-throug-

h"

through town. When the flashing sign
is up, they people slow down, but they
don't care after a while."
One solution discussed was
greater police presence after a driver
sign, as
passes the
well as making speeding a larger
for the sheriff's deputy in the
Village. These and other future priorities were further discussed in an
executive session, convened to hear
"show-your-spee-

d"

pn-ori-

Council's concerns and

ty

comments

about the Knox County Sheriff prior

afternoon. There 'sone more year
on the contract, and it's not too early
to
to discuss possibilities about how
meeting,
change it. If this is a good
sday

Village concerns with the depara
tment may not come up again for
less
be
while. If it is discovered to
may
that we are hoping, the issue
than
rather
come up again sooner
later."
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Council: Constitutional questions
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
Deifel defended his practice by
quoting the Constitution, which states
that "the Student Council President,
representing the voice of Student Council, shall be a voting member."
"We always separate the vote and
voice on Senate," he said. "The way I
interpret this is that I represent the voice
of Student Council. It does not say that
I should vote with Council, as well. I
honestly think that I represent the voice
of Student Council as fairly and as passionately as I can," said Deifel, who
pointed out that he is elected directly
by the students, and therefore was attempting to represent the student body
as he perceived it. Many disagreed with
this perception, however.
"If you're voting differently than
Reprewe're voting," said First-Yesentative Tris Warkentin, "one of us is
totally screwing up. We're both supposed to be representing students. I'm
representing 'A', Deifel's representing 'A', so we should both be voting
'A.'" Deifel and several other Council
members pointed out, however, that the
student body itself is divided over the
smoking issue, as well as the Greek
Council seat on Senate, another issue
on which Deifel went against the majority of Council.

Students discuss Security in forum
'

V
3
Trustees endorse

fund-raisin-

committee

g
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Security increased in Gallery

v.v

J

ar

The Collegian

as it

appeared on November 9,

1995-

-

years ago, November 9, 1995, Security was increased in the Olin
Art Gallery due to increased concerns over the safety of the artwork.
Security cameras were installed after two etchings by New York art
ist Jennifer Bartlet and a small oil painting that was part of the alumni
exhibit were stolen. The cameras were meant to serve as a deterrent,
and they were installed so they could be monitored from the circulation desk as well as the Security and Safety office.
6

"Who are you representing?"

years ago, November 7, 1985, The Physical Education depart
courses for credit. The grading for
ment began offering
these courses, which was set up passfail, was based on "attendance,
improvement, effort, and knowledge of rules, strategies and safety."
athletes who
The goal of these classes was to reach "the
of Physical Education and Ath
need exposure," said
letics Jeff Vennell.
16

six-we-

asked First Year Council Representative Jacqueline Giordano. "We're not
coming up with these opinions completely by ourselves. We're trying to
vote how students feel, not necessarily

ek

non-varsi- ty

then-Direct-

3

or

how we feel."
. "I think that while you have the
ability to vote however you want to,
the onus is on you to do it by the spirit
of that statement in the Constitution,"

years ago, November 6, 1975, Security enforced their "no pets"
policy by shooting student Holly Maclssac's cat when she left it in
her room over break. They originally told her they dumped it near
the river, but the Collegian found out the true story. Because the
local pound did not accept cats at that time and because the Knox
County Sherriff refused to deal with the situation because "there are
no laws in the state of Ohio which pertain to cats," Security did away
with the cat itself. Maclssac called the true fate of her cat "a ridiculous and inhumane action."As an example of why pets are not al-

26

said Senior Class President Phil
Stephenson.
"I think you do have the right to
vote how you want," said Senate StuLudi Ghesquire '02, "and
dent
how you think the student body will
approve it. But if that means going
against the Student Council, don't make
a habit of that. You should go with Student Council more often."
"I agree that you have to vote the
co-Ch-

lowed in dorms, Rick Nunez had to be put up in the alumni house for
a night the previous year after Junior, a boa constrictor belonging to
Mark Jicka that had escaped in Spring of '74, was found dead in the
heating vent outside his robm in Watson.

air

way the student body feels," added
Senior Class Representative Kris
Cheney. "I wish we could have been
informed of your decision to vote
against Council. If you're not going to listen to what we all have to
say, then don 't waste our time.
"When we vote one way and
you vote the other way in Senate,
that makes us all look like asses. It
makes it look like you don't trust us.
I get the feeling that your mind was
made up before the meeting. I can't
tell you how to vote; that's your job.
I just think it shows a lack of trust in
Council."

to do it and didn't do it, and that's why

we were approached. Now, we would
like the ability to do our job. I think
that's probably what we're the most upset about.
"Four of my Social Board members have come to me and I ask them,
'Why don't you want to be on Social
Board anymore,' and the answer is the
attitude they face at Student Council.
How can you expect a committee to be
enough to go and plan
things, but then at the same time every
time they plan something, come to another board that says we don't personally like this idea and so will not fund
it. We're doing the best we can and"
coming in here we dread it every week
because of the attitude we face."
Vice president for Student Life
Elle Erickson '02 maintained that Student Council control must remain
strong, saying, "I just have a problem
with more Social Board autonomy because, I'm sorry, these people were not
self-sufficie-

Student Lectureships Chair
Tom Susman '04 questioned the constitutional relationship between Student Council and Senate as well, saying that "The way our constitution is
set is like this
but not really. Maybe we should consider more dual representation.
"I think it's probably true that
we have no control to mandate that
the Student Council President has to
vote with Student Council on every
issue," he said. "But, I think the concern is that the Council President has
to be very thoughtful when he does
it, and he has to make sure that he
votes in the most fair possible manner he can. He has the ability and he
has the right, as a representative, to
vote as he wants."
'pseudo-bicameralis-

m,'

constitutionally elected. That's why I
have a problem: I love that you guys
are proposing stuff, I think it's great and
I'd really like to see your ideas ... however, I'm not going to be OK with
'here's the money, go and do it.' You
just don't have the power to do that."
However, Susman believes the
Board has proven its ability to function
responsibly, and should be given more
freedom to operate. "I'm getting a little
frustrated here," he said, "because if
they're going to put on an event, they're
going to put their support behind it and
try to make it good. And if they don't
think it will work out, they won't put it
on; but if it's something they think will

Institutional structures also
came into question when Megan
Soof the
Biddle '03,
cial Board, questioned the willingness of Council to let the Board "do
its job." This came after several
weeks of bickering between the
ad-h-

co-ch- air

nt

oc

work out that they can get together in
the time allotted, then I think we should
go for it. It's time to stop bashing down
these people who are nice enough to
help out on the committee."

Council and the committee over social activities for the remainder of this
semester, including the possibility of
a "Winter Send-off"It was my impression that Student Council was to advise us in a
monetary direction," she said, "and
if that's why you are shooting down
an idea, I see no reason to oppose
that. But otherwise, obviously no one
else wanted this position. People sitting in this room had the opportunity
."

"You guys are doing us a huge
favor," agreed Vice President for Academic Affairs Meheret Birru '02, " I
think we need to give you some room."
In other business, Council unanimously approved a poll to determine
student response to a $15 per semester
increase in student activity fees.

A Kenyon Student Remembered
:

Speak Out Day held tomorrow
The

ztttt

?

nkrri initiation Advisors will be soonsorine the film East Is

East tonight at 10:15 p.m. in Higley as a precursor to tomorrow's
Speak Out Against Discrimination Day.
This martt the fourth vear the advisors have sponsored this event.
The Durnose of the dav, is to raise awareness of issues of discrimina- r r
tion and hate and to encourage students and the community to speaK
out against such behavior when it is observed. It is also a day in-
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Go there.
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Give Eric Christiansen something to do ...
visit the Collegian Online and be one of theover 700 weekly visitors!

http:archives.kenyon.educollegian
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tended to promote tolerance and to demonstrate that we welcome
diversitv in nnr rnmmitnitv. The advisors will distribute Speak Out
buttons and request that they be worn to demonstrate support for those
who may have been victims of hateful acts ot violence or discrimina
tion during lunch hours in the dining halls.
The mle nf the Hicrrimination advisors is to listen to complaints
of discrimination, discuss ways to address issues, familiarize com
plaints with grievance procedures and to assist with referrals to otn
ers in the community in a position 10 neip.
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November 3, in front of
A tree planting ceremony in honor of Emily Murray '02 was held last Saturday,
believe that Murray died.
authorities
the
day
anniversary of
Ascension Hall. Saturday marked the one-yeoak tree. The
white
a
of
the
planting
in
All members of the community were invited to participate
Murray's family
balloons.
red
e
twenty-onrelease
of
the
and
ceremony included various remembrances
the country also
friends
across
other
and
France,
Paris,
in
balloons
red
released
members simultaneously
this year.
have been twenty-on- e
released balloons, many with messages to Murray attached. Murray would
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Kenyon burns bridges with Boy Scouts
BY ISANKYA KODITHUWAKKU

Staff Reporter

Every fall, the United Way of
Knox County campaigns to support 22 various community service organizations and programs.
These organizations serve those in
different areas of need, including
health services, alcohol and drug
treatment, emergency and crisis
assistance and youth services.
Some of the organizations that
benefit from the Untied Way's
gifts are the Adult Day Care Center, Big Brothers Big Sisters, New
Directions Domestic Abuse Shelter and the Boy Scouts.
Last year, more than 34,000
people benefited from the different organizations, and the donations made by Kenyon College
employees played an important
part in it. Kenyon accepts donations and puts them in a fund,
which is then divided among the
organizations.
Concerns were raised, however, about the Boy Scouts being
included among the beneficiaries
of money from the College because of the organizations discriminatory policies, especially
towards homosexuals. Associate
Dean of Students Cheryl Steele,
who, along with Executive Secretary to the President Kathryn
Lake, acts as coordinator for the

Kenyon United Way campaign,
said, "When you give to the United
Way campaign, the money gets
organisplit between twenty-tw- o
zations. Boy Scouts is one of these.
But since Kenyon College is not
discriminatory, but we consider the
Boy Scouts are discriminatory,
we're giving donors a choice of
who their donations should ultimately go to."
Though some people have
opted to boycott the United Way
campaign altogether, Kenyon College has decided not to.
"We don't want to punish organizations like Head Start for what
we feel is wrong within the Boy
Scouts," Steele said. "We aren't hiding the fact that the Boy Scouts are
one of the beneficiaries of our campaign. We're just giving people the
choice to donate or not to' donate to
them. It's up to the donors. Some
might opt to not give any money at
all to them. Some might give all their
donations to them. But it's ei.tirely
the donor's choice."
If someone wants to make a donation to Ibe Boy Scouts, or any other
organization, they can designate them

Mayor:
Michael D. Schlemmer

extremely responsive and helpful in
addressing and meeting my needs ...
I am thankful for their support." The
student declined further comment on
the situation.
"We always try, we will continue
to try, to do everything we can to assure the safetyof all Kenyon students,"
commented Oden by
"No one
can guarantee complete safety in any
part of the world, but we do all we
can for Kenyon students here."
"It is not our policy, nor is it appropriate for me to comment on specific student situations like this," said
Martindell. "In a very general sense,
what I can tell you is that the College
as a whole, but in issues of food service, ARAMARK and the Student Affairs Center specifically, keep student health and safety as our highest
priority. If any situations occur that
become problematic, we work as a
team to resolve the issues as quickly
as possible to ensure student safety.
As issues and concerns arise, our attitude is not whether or not to address
them of course, we will address
them, the issue is always how best to
do that ... and that is where a team
approach students, staff and administration working together helps work
through and resolve any concerns."
e-m- ail.

"I fully agree with Dean

Martindell's comments," said
Omahan. "Beyond

what Dean

Martindell has said, it would be highly
inappropriate for us to comment on
any meeting between College admin

Mount Vernon Board of Education
Charles M. Waugh278693
Donna Scott (write-in- ) 1277

157100

Member of Council
Elizabeth For man 163 24
Read Baldwin 12919

Mount Vernon City School District
Tax levy (Renewal)
For the tax levy 255960

Audra L. Ransburg 12719
LeeM. Cubiell717

Against the tax levy 1683

Wendy McLarnan 9013
Michael Farmer 44 7

Township Clerk
Susan M. Bowden

40

College Township
Fire Tax Levy (Renewal)
For the tax levy 22286

College TovvnshipTrustee
James Victor Ingerham 184
Barry Bowden 153 45

Against the tax levy 36

55

14

With 53 of 53 precincts reporting
Turnout: 29.72 of 30,709 registered
9,128 votes cast

189100

New Members of Gambier Village Council
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Read Baldwin

Elizabeth Forman

as a beneficiary on their donation.
Kenyon College has decided to remove the Boy Scouts from their beneficiaries list, and so the Boy Scouts
receive no money from the College or
people who support the United Way
through the College.
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Nuts: Allergy scare
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
dent said that, "The College has been
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Election Results

Way

Un-Unit- ed

Thursday, Novembers

istrators and a student and his or her
family. We have too much respect for
the privacy rights of students to do so."
Darmstadt declined to comment,
and Schermer could not be contacted.
The awareness of food allergies,
specifically to nuts and peanuts, has
grown drastically within the field of
education in recent years, as the number of allergic reactions primarily in
has risen. "One
secondary schools
in five
children will have
a reaction while at school and teachers
might not know what do, according to
a recent study by John Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore that was published
in the Archives of Pediatrics and Adolescent Medicine," reported Deborah
Mendenhall in the September 4 Pittsburgh
"The study found that 18 percent
of 132 allergic children had reactions
at school that were triggered by cafeteria errors, food sharing and classroom treats such as cupcakes that contained traces of peanut oil. An estimated 7 million Americans, or 2.5 percent of the population, have food allergies, and 200 of them die from
reactions every year, according to the
Food Allergy & Anaphylaxis Network."
food-allerg- ic

Post-Gazett- e.

"We aren't sure exactly why
people have allergies, but studies
show they are on the increase," remarked David Skoner, Chief of
Allergy and Immunology at
Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh
in the
article. "I'm
seeing a lot more food allergies,
especially to nuts."
Post-Gazet-
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RobbitKctclum

Father Steve Carlsen of Harcourt Parish prepares to vote at the Gambier Community Center this
Tuesday. A total of 9 1 28 votes were cast in the County, accounting for a total voter turnout of

past
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Sing:

First-yea-

Freshman Student Council
Representative Tris Warkentin said
of the sing, "I actually haven't
heard anything since it was canceled for Matriculation. I think
they are just waiting for the Rosse
steps to be finished. And since
those workers are sleeping more
than working, I'd estimate we have
about a
wait."
James D. & Cornelia W. Ireland Professor of Music Benjamin
"Doc" Locke is a major part of the
first-yea- r
sing. Each year he
teaches the freshmen the songs and
directs them during the actual sing.
In response to rumors that the sing
had been cancelled, Locke said,
"The plan is still to hold the sing
after the steps are finished, though
we were seeking to tie it to the
dedication of the building, which
2-mo-

nth

without tradition

rs

CONTINUED FROM PAGEONE
continue to work on the right occasion for this for the Class of '05."

2

now looks like it will be in the
middle of winter not a good time
to be singing outside ... but if
you're asking if it's been cancelled,
no. It's just not scheduled yet."
He has more pressing worries
than the actual date of the sing,
however. Having the sing at a time
other than orientation, when all the
first-yeaare together and easily
assembled, could lead to a low
turnout.
"My bigger concern," said
Locke, "is that the frosh won't
come out for it at this point; even
Matriculation Day was rather
poorly attended the worst showing in my eighteen years here at
Kenyon. Also, unlike the Orientation event where the frosh are
primed by two rehearsals for the
four Kenyon songs, this year's
crew might need an extra rehearsal
even to do moderately well at the
Sing. I am willing to do this re
rs

I
hearsal, but if no one shows,
Sing
the
resurrect
not sure we can
for the Class of '05. Though to
the
upperclass students understand
the
and
significance of the event,
alumni fully understand it,
missel
class has no idea that it has
is
'05
out, thus the Class of
strong
a
of
likely to support it short
effort to make it hap
gTass-roopen."
as
Although no one is sure
willbe
right now when the steps
D
completed. Dean of Students
Omahan offered the most concreK
answer to the question of when
sing will occur when he said,
do intend to hold the Sing to'
Class of '05 sometime after
ti
first of trip vpar and tO hold
cvpnt nn thp historically
ts
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At Kenyon Around Ohio

Thursday 8 th
Common Hour: Career
Graduate and

,

Professional School
Day

To Vernon and Beyond!

v

Rosse hall, 6:30 p.m.
Concert: The Company's

Peirce, 11:10 a.m

Reception: "Once
Upon a Time:

931-992-

fall Revue

Books."
Olin Art Gallery,
7:30 p.m.

Lecture: "Jewish

Saturday 10th
Columbus Shuttle: Drop off and

Identity through
Lens" by filmmaki
Jeremy Newman.
A

Olin Auditorium, 8:30 p.

In Theaters Friday

Shallow Hal A man only dates model-materiwomen until he is hypnotized. From that point on, he
only sees women's inner beauty and hence falls for a 300-poulady. Starring Jack Black, Gwyneth Paltrow, Jason Alexander, Tony Robbins, Susan Ward, Zen Gesner.
al

nd

RatedPG-13-

at

Easton, City Center, Convention Center
Short North, Ohio State Union.

n(0)

"Once Upon a Time:
Victorian Illustrated Children

A girlfriend must find her mentally
who
boyfriend,
disappears on the streets of New
challenged
York City after his mother is killed. Starring John
Leguizamo, Rosie Perez, Julie Carmen, Rosario Dawson,
Michael Rapaport, Marisa Tomei. Not rated.

Film: The Insider

Books."

Higley Auditorium, 8 p.m.

Olin Art Gallery, through December 18

.Drama: Buried Child

ID)

Sunday 1 1th
Bagel Brunch: Sponsored by

Hillel

Symphonic

Kristallnacht Program with videos and
memorial prayers. Sponsored by Hillel.

Wind Ensemble
Rosse Hall, 8 p.m.

Lounge, 7 p.m.

ff

8s

Monday 12th
Global Cafe: Native American Cuisine
Sponsored by MCC
Snowden Multicultural Center, 6 p.m.
Lecture: "Brain Games" by Will Shorn,
crosswotd editor

of the

New York Times.

Social Board

1

Upper Dempsey,
10 p.m.

I

Wednesday 14th

Women's Fiction in English"
by Professor Anjana Sharma of Lady
.
ii
n r
nam college,
on
viMimg r.iLl:L..
ruiuiigm
-

Higley Auditorium,

...
1

I

9)

I

Merle Haggard,

n.in,m
d:i
Witnessing
on Domestic
Lecture: "Expert
1V15M

Dy

Lecture: "The future of Feminism: A Global
by Patricia Ireland, former head
of the National Organization for Women.
Rosse Hall, 9 p.m.

Vol.

X

5. 13 Ghosts

Britney Spears, Britney

I

The Coup, Party Music

-

mn

university.
Higley Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
PERSPECTIVE"

Roots,

Daft Punk, Alive
Faith Evans, Faithfully

.

vjucuillg,
Professor of Sociology at Western Kentucky
1

K-PA-

Satelite, Ilumina

B.B. King, A Christmas Celebration of Hope
GWAR, Violence Has Arrived
:
They. Might Be Giants, Holidayland
George Strait, The Road Less TraveledSlapbak, Fastfood Funkateers 2nd Edition
Twisted Sister, Never Say Never, Club Daze Vol.

--

Exchange Scholar at Kenyon.
u.,11
c
n a:

VlULtNCfc Ai

II

Clairvoyants, Your New Boundaries
Lords of Acid, Lords vs. Detroit

the Body in Indian

Film: Nashville

Disturbance
4.

record stores now

Common Hour: "Food
Transfigured: Writing

Higley Auditorium, 7:30 p.m

3. Domestic

Fixation
Aural
In

Tuesday 13 th

ii

2. The One

tape, his life takes a sudden plunge. It only gets worse as
he finds himself broke, betrayed, blackmailed and having to do one more job for his boss. Starring Danny
DeVito, Gene Hackman, Sam Rockwell, Delroy Lindo,
Rebecca Pidgeon, Ricky Jay. Rated R.

and DJ Spin-OSponsored by
Late Nites and

Horn Gallery, 10:22 p.m.

Monsters, Inc.

Heist When Joe Moore, a jewel thief, gets caught on

3

Event: Laser Tag

Concert: Stairwells Love Parade

1 .

obsessive-compulsiv-

Concert: Kenyon

Event:

Top Hits at
the Box Office

Maze A painter and sculptor, who suffers from
disorder,
e
Tourette's syndrome and
falls in love with his best friend's pregnant girlfriend. Starring Rob Morrow, Laura Linney, Gia Carides, Rose
Gregorio, Robert Hogan, Craig Sheffer. Rated R.

by Sam Shepard
Hill Theater 8 p.m.

(0)

Lounge, 2 p.m.

.

King of the Jungle

Preregister and pay $ 1 0 fee at SAC today
Bookstore, 10 a.m.

Exhibition:

10 p.m.

pick up

2.

The Reel World

Drama: Buried Child by Sam Shepard
Hill Theater 8 p.m.
Event: The Price is Right
Sponsored by LateNites
Higley Auditorium, 11 p.m.

Illustrated
Children's

Peirce

gather and discuss the classroom and the community, and academia and activism.
Oberlin College, King Building 106. Saturday, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. For more
information, contact Kate Sopke at (216)

by Kenyon's musical theater revue group
Rosse Hall, 8 p.m.

Victorian

Peirce

2nd Annual Progressive Scholars Conference: Ohio progressive academics to

Friday 9 th
Concert: The Chasers Fall Concert

.

Ludacrjs, WordofMouf
The Nomads, Up Tight

--

,

The Outlawz, Novokane
II Apocalyptica, Cult

Parish House Luncheon Cafe
Tuscan bean soup
Italian herbed onion bread with mozzarella and parmesan
Green saiad
Almond cream cake
'

'

,

.

.

.

-

Cafe

chocolat

Harcourt Parish House, 201 W. Brooklyn, 11:30 - 1:30, $5

Direct Comments and Suggestions to Heather Owens at owenshkenyon.edu
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Songs left unsung

It's your first dinner at Kenyon. For some, it might even be your
first time inside Peirce Hall. It's hot and humid during the meal because
it's August, and you're sweaty and uncomfortable inside your collared
shirt and tie, or your dress wrinkled from its long journey by suitcase.
Someone, some administrator or professor, is at the podium talking, but
you're too hottiredhomesick to really listen. The kid next to you has
fallen asleep. You know you should be paying attention, but you're kind
of ready to get out of there.
Finally, you do. You and about 450 other people exit Peirce and
proceed down the path that leads across Peirce lawn to the front steps
of Rosse Hall. But as you step outside the front doors of Peirce, you
suddenly get the feeling you're being watched. Not by that kid next to
you, who's now wide awake, but by several hundred other people. They
line either side of the gravel path in front of Rosse Hall. Faculty
members and a few random Security officers try to keep them from
crowding too close to you as you make your way to Rosse, but they're
at some points during your long march, they
not always successful
press so close on either side of you that you and your fellow freshmen
are forced to walk single file.
And they're still watching you, scrutinizing each and every last one
of you as you take your place on the steps of Rosse, clutching those
sweaty Xeroxed songsheets. They're putting forth a lot of noise, but you
can't make out many coherent remarks amongst the shouts. Until,
finally, those hundreds of voices unify, drowning out anything the mere
450 of you might be shouting back at them, echoing up and down
command: "SING! SING! SING!"
Middle Path in one single-minde- d
Well, Class of 2005, that's what you missed out on.
Oh, you'll get to do it eventually. Supposedly, that is. You may
have noticed that it keeps getting pushed back, again and again. And,
mumblings about "tradition," that might be
despite some
fine with you. Who cares about standing around on the steps and singing
some off-ke- y
songs about "spanking the naughty freshmen well?"
Meanwhile, the rest of us are concerned that we've missed our
chance to initiate you into college life in a way unique to Kenyon and
Kenyon alone. We feel that something has been taken from you,
whether you feel this way or not. And, upon hearing the news that much
of the freshman class didn't bother to attend the Founder's Day ceremony or sign the Matriculation Book, these worries are compounded.
Freshmen, the only way you'll get to become full members of the
Kenyon community in our eyes is if you take it upon yourselves to care.
Demand the Sing, and demand that it be soon.
We'll be there waiting for you.
half-heart-
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The opinion page is a space for members of the community to discuss issues relevant
to the campus and the world at large. The opinions expressed on this page belong only
to the writer. Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of the Kenyon
Collegian staff. All members of the community are welcome to express opinions
through a letter to the editors. The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to edit all letters
submitted for length and clarity. The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or
pseudonymous letters. Letters must be signed by individuals, not organizations, and
must be 200 words or less. Letters must also be received no later than the Tuesday prior
to publication. The Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters as possible each week
subject to space, interest and appropriateness. Members of the editorial board reserve
the right to reject any submission. The views expressed in the paper do not necessarily
reflect the views of Kenyon College.
Office: Chase Tower at the top of Peirce Hall's main stairway
Mailing address: The Kenyon Collegian, Student Activities Center, Gambier, OH 43022
Business address: P.O. Box 832, Gambier, OH 43022
address: collegiankenyon.edu
WWW address: http:archives.kenyon.educollegian
Phone numbers: (740) 427-5335339
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Phil Hands

Pitching patriotism in the World Series
MITCHELL

BY MICHAEL

Staff Columnist

New York Yankees wore NYPD
and FDPD hats rather than Yankee
The mayor
caps during warm-uof New York, Rudolph Guliani,
was at every World Series game
wearing a Yankees hat with the letters PD and FD flanking the Yankees symbol. And at the beginning
Ray
of each game a big star-li-ke
Charles or Diana Ross-sa- ng
"The
Star Spangled Banner." George W.
Bush even threw out the first pitch
of Game 4. It was a pretty nasty
strike, by the way.
p.

Since September 1 1 it's been
pretty easy to get lost in Gambier,
OH not physically lost, but lost
with regards to the state of our
nation and the world. I update
myself periodically through the
Internet, and I'm sure other people
do the same. We read some papers
and some magazines. But since
we are without cable television in
the majority of our living spaces
here at Kenyon, I think it's safe to
say we get the minimum amount
of information regarding the crisis of our nation. I'm not even sure
if I should call it a crisis. A lot of
people are calling it a war, but at
times it just seems like we're the
attackers while no one is fighting
back. It's gotten to that point that
I feel so removed I forget that we
are the ones fighting back. We
were attacked. They struck the
first blow. The ubiquitous they.
They always seem to be starting
trouble.
A strange thing happened

over the past week. I watched
a lot of television. I watched
the World Series. Now baseball is the American pastime
and has always been a patriotic sport. We sing the national
anthem before each game, but
those themes have intensified
in the wake of September 11.
During the seventh inning
stretch they no longer sang "Take
Me Out to the Ball Game." They
sang "God Bless America." On
the back of each uniform was embroidered an American flag. The

'...we're not just here to play and watch baseball anymore. We're here to do whatever we
can to salvage whatever we can so that we can
move on however we can. '
With all of this, the baseball
players played a baseball game.
It's odd, the parallel between
moving on and looking back.
We've been told over and over to
not be overwhelmed by fear and to
continue our lives normally. Continuing the baseball season, having
a World Series and having the stadiums packed is supposed to be a
sign of our defiance and the trust
we have in our nation's government.
But baseball is also supposed
to be a diversion. It's sport. It's entertainment, and, if there is ever a
time we needed diversion, it would
be right now except in Gambier,
OH.
Strangely enough, it was the
World Series that was my first reminder of September 1 1 for the day.

- Sororities - Clubs - Student

Fraternities

Groups

8,

e-m-
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Yearly subscriptions to The Kenyon Collegian are available for $30.
Checks should be made payable to The Kenyon Collegian and sent to the Business
Advertising Manager Paul Schmid.

am reminded of a much more significant global drama.
Although, over the course of
each game, I forget about the war
and become focused on the next
pitch well, in comes the seventh
inning stretch and I'm drawn back,
and everyone is drawn back to
what really matters. Whether
you're an athlete on the field, a kid
in the stands or a hot dog vender
in the aisles, we're not just here to
play and watch baseball anymore.
We're here to do whatever we can
to salvage whatever we can so that
we can move on however we can.
The Arizona Diamondbacks beat
the New York Yankees by makings
comeback in the bottom of the ninth
in Game 7. It was a brilliant game and
an even more brilliant Series. It mighi
be the best week of sports I've ever
watched. Hell, even Michael Jordan
came back this week. So, I'm happy
about the World Series, even though
reminded me of war. Unfortunately,
think most of what I choose to watch
for diversion will do the same for a
while.
e
Maybe it's a good thing
it
I

Earn $1
this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event.
Does not involve credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
or visit vAvw.campusfundraiser.com
,000-$2,0-

Advenisers should contact Paul Schmid for current rates and further
information at (740) 427-533- 8
at collegiankenyon.edu. All
or 5339, or via
materials should be sent to: Advertising Manager, The Kenyon Collegian, Student
Activities Center, Gambier, OH, 43022.

The games come on at 8:00 p.m.,
and I succeeded in making it
though the majority of most days
in blissful ignorance of the latest
anthrax update and the success rate
of our continued carpet bombings.
Now, whether you watched
the news all day long or not, the
increased patriotism of the World
Series will remind anyone of September 11. I just find it interesting that my choice of diversion
from my petty college life drama
is a baseball game during which I

00

don't have cable.
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Reverend Laura Toepfer offers response to Middle Path preachers
the way? But the question I wanted
to ask them was this: Is it more
important to be right or to be loving?

TOEPFER
Guest Columnist

BY REV. LAURA

"You've got some competition," someone told me as I was
walking my dog on Middle Path
men
last week. Two clean-cu- t

Long after they had gone for
the day, I was still formulating my
devastating questions. Do you
know the Scriptures? I would ask.
Of course, they would say. Do you
know any by heart? Some, not all.
So, I would say, perhaps you could

stood under the trees, answering
questions from a gathering of students who seemed to be more hurt
than anything. Most of them were

'I stood

therefor a while, trying to come up

with a devastating question that would leave

these folks speechless... The question I wanted
to ask them was this: Is it more important to
be right or to be loving?'
students I knew from Harcourt
Parish and other religious programs. One thing these street
preachers did not seem to be doing was winning the unconverted
to Christ. They seemed more
likely to be upsetting the converted by representing a Christianity that they did not recognize as
their own.
I stood there for a while, trying to come up with a devastating
question that would leave these
folks speechless. The kind of
question Jesus was so good at
to the Pharisees. I
couldn't think of any until after I
had walked on. Isn't that always
for-mulati-

ng

.

recite for me one of the more famous passages. Do you know 1
Corinthians 13? And in my imagination, they would rattle it off without thinking about its implications:
"If I speak in the tongues of
mortals and of angels, but do not
have love, I am a noisy gong or a
clanging cymbal. And if I have
prophetic powers, and understand
all mysteries and all knowledge,
and if I have all faith, so as to remove mountains, but do not have
love, I am nothing. If I give away
all my possessions, and if I hand
over my body so that I may boast,
but do not have love, I gain

"Love is patient; love is kind;
love is not envious or boastful or
arrogant or rude. It does not insist
on its own way; it is not irritable
or resentful; it does not rejoice in
wrongdoing, but rejoices in the
truth. It bears all things, believes
all things, hopes all things, endures
all things."
I am sure that they would say
that they were loving, as loving as
can be to try to save us lost souls
from an eternity of torment. So, I
would say, as I continued my
imaginary response, when you
love someone, have you found that
the best way to get that person to
love you in return is to list all the
reasons why that person should
love you? That cold, clear logic is
the most persuasive and effective
method to have your love reciprocated? I can imagine the wedding
proposal:
"I want to marry you. You
should marry me for the following reasons: a) I love you, even
though you are not worthy of my
love; b) you are supposed to love
me; c) if you don't, I will never be
able to speak to you again."
Who can resist charm like
that?
Where is the patience? I want
to ask them. Where is the kindness? Where is the hope and endurance? Don't you know that
love is inefficient and illogical?

That God does not require our love
by compulsion? That God has a
hopeless weak spot for the wrong

time, but I didn't go near them. I saw
those two clean-cu- t
men who would
size me up as damned, for "I do not
allow a woman to speak in the assembly," says the Bible, and I couldn't love
them.
I could have gone over and asked
first
thorny question and I would
my
have heard the pain and anger in my
voice and known I had lost. So I went
away to try to learn how to love them.
Until I know the first thing about who
they are and how I can love them, I
think that is the best thing to do.
I'm sure these men are saved. I
don 't think they know the first and simplest thing about what it means to be a
Christian. Sometimes I don't either.

people?

And then I would want to say
to them, if you love us so much,
what do you know about us? What
do you know about our pain and our
longings and our fears? Can you
help us with those? Because until
you know the first thing about who
we are and how you can love us, I
think you should leave. And with
that, my devastating response would
be complete and I would walk away
.

vindicated.
They were back again Tuesday.
I had my response all prepared this

'
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Sarah Lawrence College in Florence combines individually
designed programs of study with total immersion in the academic
and social life of Florence.

Y

PALAZZO IN THE HEART

of this Renaissance city,
the program offers
.

students the opportunity

to live intimately

among

Florence's masterpieces,
ITS PEOPLE
AND CULTURE.

The broad range of options includes enrollment in the University
of Florence. Students can take classes with some of Florence's
finest artists and scholars. Hallmarks of the program are private
tutorials and small seminars with distinguished Italian faculty.
open to students who are new to the language and
who speak Italian. Homestays are available in the heart of Florence.

The program

is

For more information;
Office of International Programs,

Sarah Lawrence College

Mead Way, Bronxvillc, NY 10708-599slcawayslc.edu
(800)
9

1

873-475- 2

E-ma-

il:

Sarah Lawrence College also sponsors programs in

Paris, London

and

Oxford.
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Enigmatologist Will Shortz to puzzle Kenyon in tali
BY RACHEL KESSLER

Features Editor

'

Forget the problems of finding
a job with a degree in the liberal
arts. What exactly do you do when
you decide to undertake an unprecedented major in Puzzles? For
Will Shortz, you become crossword editor for the New York
Timps. Shortz will present a lec-

if,.

Y
'

ture entitled "Brain Games" Monday at 7:30 p.m. in Higley Auditorium. The talk is sponsored by
Faculty Lectureships.

"I've

always

,

.

..

,

suggested

Shortz as somebody to bring here,"
said Associate Director of Admissions Liz Forman. "He is fascinating. Few people in America actually
have a degree in puzzles."

Faculty Lectureships and
common hour coordinator Susan
Spaid added, "Shortz is unique in
that he deals with puzzles all the
time. He seems like somebody that

Courtesy of Public Affairs

Crossword editor Will Shortz

is

the only enigmatologist in the world.

would be fun for the community."
Shortz earned his singular degree in 1974 from Indiana University, majoring in enigmatology, or

the study of puzzles. Shortz's degree was the first of its kind, and
Shortz is currently the only known
person to be an academically accred- -

Kristallnacht memorialized
Auschwitz and the other death
camps were in full operation.

BY PAM WALDMAN

StaffWriter

Sunday, Kenyon Hillel will remember the night in which Austrian and German Jewish communities were violently attacked by
the Nazi regime. The shattering of
countless windows, the destruction
of two hundred synagogues as well
as the transporting of 30,000 men,
women and children to concentration camps are seen by many historians as a defining moment in the
Nazis' crusade to annihilate the
Jews. These events have come to
be known as Kristallnacht or the
"night of broken glass."
It has been sixty-thre- e
years
since Kristallnacht took place, and
Hillel believes it is their obligation
to memorialize what happened in
November of 1938. "When the
Nazis discovered they could get
away with one action against the
Jews," said Hillel Director Michael
Cooper, "it encouraged them to
take the next step until finally the
trains were running non-sto- p
and
the gas chambers and ovens of

5' iU

11M-

-

T

-a-

Among other things, the events now
known as Kristallnacht may be a
reminder for all people of what
can happen when citizens remain
bystanders in their civic affairs and
let their government officials operate unchecked." This will be the
fourth year in a row that Kristallnacht has been memorialized by
Kenyon.
Many students and faculty
will participate in the service, including Adam Lavitt '04, Josh
Louria '03, Michael Rosenbaum
'02 and Solomon Smilack '02,
who have chosen the readings and
prayers that will be used in the program. Professor of Psychology
Allan Fenigstein will also partake
in the program, joining Sarah
Meadow '04 in the reciting of the
traditional Jewish prayer in memory

of El Moleh Rachamim, or "O God
Full of Compassion."
The program will consist of
watching the movie More Than

Broken Glass

Memories of

the experiences of Eve Wechsberg.
Cooper believes that Kristallnacht affects not only those of Jewish heritage, but should concern

those who affiliate themselves with
any religion. "I hope by viewing
the video ... and by hearing the
readings ... it will put a human face
on those events and help everyone
present recognize that although
Kristallnacht was and is of particular significance to the Jewish community, that what happened to the
Jews of Europe is something all of
us can relate to. And thus, by honoring the memory of the Jewish
victims of Nazi persecution, we
can keep alive in our time justice
and concern for others that was so
blatantly absent throughout Gerand the
many on November
years that followed."
Kenyon is only one of the
many places in the world that offers a memorial for the tragic
events of Kristallnacht. Cooper
said, "The events that took place
on those days should never be allowed to pass unnoticed and
9--

ited enigmatologist. He earned a
degree in law from the University
of Virginia, but decided to make a
career out of his love of puzzles.
Although working as editor of
Games magazine was Shortz's first
job based on his knack for brain
teasers, Shortz sold his first puzzle
when he was fourteen. Shortz began working for the New York
Times in 1993 and made several
changes in the daily puzzles, such
as adding bylines. Shortz has, however, attempted to stay traditional
in his appraoch to the crosswords
and has the puzzles get more difficult as the week progresses.
While Shortz is the crossword
editor for the New York Times, he
does not necessarily create every
puzzle himself. His job primarily

includes corresponding with
puzzle writers, checking clues and
the basic editing of the final product. As part of this process, Shortz
rechecks questionable clues and
then has each puzzle tested by sev
eral solvers.
"He does crosswords, but also
all kinds of puzzles and games,"
said Forman. "He doesn't just do

in

in

aaamon

puzzles. For anyone who reads the
New York Times, he's our hero."
'

In

honor of Shortz's visit,

to nis job

at the

iew

iorK limes, ononz lounded
the American Crossword Puzzle
lournament in 1978 and the World
Puzzle Championship in 199?
bhortz is also puzzlemaster for
National Public Radio s Weekend
Edition bunday, a job which has

parnprl him Qpvprnl fane in Him
Hipr "A niimhpr rf rhp fanlti lie

ten to him on the radio, said
Spaid. "He has a strone follnwino
Gambier has a lot of puzzlers."
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word games, but also logic

.
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puzzles
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lating and fun at the same
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time."

If Kenyon had a soundtrack, what
song would you put on it?

"The 'Saved by the Bell: The College Years' theme song, because
"
Kenyon is so much like

s

7

10

Kristallnacht and learning about

Forman and her mother, Helen, p
lugcuici a liumwuiu puzzle of
their own, which was published
Kenyon 's Fortnightly. "The puzzle
was created as a teaser for him. My
mom did most of it she's the real
crossword person," said Foreman
Shortz's talk will focus both
on his work at the New York Time!
and puzzles themselves. "He is
going to do two things," said
Spaid. "He's going to talk about
his favorite puzzles and what his
job is. 1 here will also be audience
.participation as a group nobody
will be singled out:

Cal-U!-

Grace

VanCIeave '04

'"That's Amore'

because we are
a sophisticated bunch and lotsot

v vx

Italians go here."
Dan Herrick'05

-M;

This weekend the Greek scene took a breather while the Independents showed that while they may not
have a handshake, they know how to get things shakin'. One might have thought they were partying at
Ohio State this weekend, with apartment parties being the major partying spot both Friday and Saturday
night, a rarity at Kenyon.
Friday night a group of Aclands ladies showed that, yes, Kenyon girls just wanna have fun. This
wasn't your normal "case of Natty Lite in the mini fridge" apartment party. These girls were resourceful.
This party came complete with a DJ, dance floor, Beirut table and even a nice mellow atmosphere outside.
You wouldn't have been surprised if Bobby O had pulled up with a cocktail in hand. Unlike most fraternity
parties, where you might feel dirty trying to get a beer, it's hard to feel that way when you are next to a
washing machine. The living room was converted into a scene from Dirty Dancing, complete with a poster
of Patrick Swayze on the wall. The residents kicked everyone out promptly at 2 a.m. Our only guess is they
wanted to spend some alone time with their Patrick Swayze poster.
The fun kept on going into Saturday night when the good people of the Bcxleys decided to rock the
block. It was definitely a beautiful day in this neighborhood, and we wouldn't mind being one of their
neighbors. Every door was wide open, and everyone was in the sharing mood. If you chose to show skin,
you also chose frostbite as an accessory. The only downside was the awkwardness that occurs when you
are going through a random stranger's refrigerator looking for drinks, and they just happen to walk in. Just
looking at some of the random stuff in people's refrigerators made us more afraid that the health inspector
would come than security. Sanitary matters aside, the Bexley block party made us dorm dwellers wish for
our own street. (Complete with a cow swing, of course!)
So remember if you're going to have a party, it better be good, because we might be there. Work hard,
play hard, see you next weekend.

"The 'Family Ties' theme song,
.because it's all about the 'Shala
la

la.'"
Marian Frazier

"The song 'Take Me Home

'02

T-

onight.'"

Mary Schmidt '02
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Ozolina, a sophomLatvia had an
ore from Jclgava,
Kenyon. Last
to
adventure getting
for a
looking
was
velr, Ozolina
in
education
her
jace to continue
but
since
she
States,
e United
Ivas
getting ready for the 2000
AustrOlympic games in Sydney,
alia, she found that she would
part of first semester. Decid-- j
to start school this year, she
lid a Latvian friend who lived in
Columbus of her situation, and he
d to look for schools.
thought that since I come
I should
from a little country,
little
a
college,"
choose
probably
slid Ozolina. Latvia is situated between Estonia and Lithuania, two
Sother
countries near the Baltic Sea.
At first, Ozolina was hesitant
or starting ner new mc iurtiucuid.
will never ever go away from
Lvhome for longer than a week,"
she said, "and then I was thinking
if I have a chance to go some
where and get a better education
than
would get in my country,
then I should probably
try it." After writing many letters and gain- ins acceptance to Kenyon under a
fall scholarship, she was in shock.
was considering maybe if I
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Latvian Olympian Ozolina shares experience in US
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Russell Smith

would be able to come in January
because I wrote the letters in June.
Then it happened so fast ... It was
so exciting." Ozolina received information about Kenyon's swim
team, and she "fell in love with
Kenyon right away" while talking
to Head Men's and Women's
Swimming Coach Jim Steen. "He
sounded so exciting," said Ozolina.
" I really like Assistant Coach Peter Casares."

TRACY MILLER
Editor-in-Chi-

ef

of sociology
the "real
orld" Tuesday with the visit of
sociologist Ann Goetting.
's
lecture, entitled "Expert
Witnevincrnn FlnmpctiV Vinlpnrp
,
e
The discipline

examine its role in

will

,

Goe-liing-

ssActivism," offers

one example

sociological knowledge
can be
put to work to make a difference. The lecture will take
lace

at 7:30

,,...

how

,-5.,l..-

of

p.m. in Higley audi

torium.

Goetting is a professor
at Wpctern

of So- -

CIOIOPV

She is the author
ics articles and books,
versity.

lni

I

of numer
including

Getting

Out: Life Stories of
"omen Who
Left Abusive Men,
published in 1999. Much of her
lining in sociology, however, is
UIIo use in the
courtroom as an
pert witness on
behalf of bat- Fed women.
Every state allows a woman
vhn Hoi.,,,
.
.
.anna iu iDe. ioanereai to nave
Expert witness, acknowledging
1,51

the

situation of battered
by

wmen is "not
understandable
.to average person."

Goettins

"They wonder,

why didn't
"'eave.' Why did she go back?
i perfectly clear tn npnnlfi
she would kill
her abuser
.""'"than leave. So they bring in
an
expert witness to exnlain fthp
1M

p

ivictim's

behavior."

The normal
laws

of

self-de-cnseweredesipneH

for ifiidtirnc
two
equally adept men,
giving
nd are
applied to cases where one

Person is in

imminent danger.
uctl laws,
explained Goetting, are
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Latvian student Ozolina takes a break from her job in the library. Ozolina has enjoyed her time at Kenyon so far.

"The swimming team is so
much different than what I'm used
to. I come from a team that had 10
people. This atmosphere is so encouraging," said Ozolina. She especially feels motivated by the
"don't give up" attitude among the
swimmers.
"I cannot imagine my life
without swimming," she said.
Since her mom worked at a swimming pool, Ozolina was in the wa- -

Goetting confronts inequality
BY

...

Courtesy of Public Affairs

Ann Goetting will speak Tuesday.
unfair to women, who are often unable to fight off a male attacker due
to disadvantages in size and
strength. Goetting said that her role
is to "be a voice" for battered
women, helping both the courts
and the women themselves explain
their behavior. Her extensive work
rjn behalf of women leads many to
label Goetting as a feminist activist, a title Goetting sees as fitting
for her mission.
"My work is all oriented toward correcting inequalities in society," said Goetting. "I don't want
to make women more powerful
than men; I want to move them
up to an equal status with men. My
job is to eradicate inequality based
on social category."
Goetting's activism is representative of.an exciting trend in
sociology, according to Visiting
Assistant Professor of Sociology
Jan Thomas. "She's a great model
of activist sociology," said Thomas. "Students always say, 'What

do you do with your sociology degree?' I don't think we see sociologists out there very much outside the academic setting. She is a
really good model, I think, of the
way in which sociologists can help
create social change: they can take
their research and ... actively use
it to help better the world."
"Most of us were taught that
sociology is objective," said
Goetting. "You don't let your own
views influence the results of your
work. But if we go to all the trouble
to understand the social order, why
should we just sit there? Why not
speak? It's very liberating to see
you don't have to be objective ...
but say 'I'm going to change the

world.'"
Thomas emphasized that
Goetting's lecture holds interest
for students in departments ranging from Sociology to Legal Studies, Women's Studies and Political Science. "I think she'll allow
us to extend the sexual assault
dialogue beyond the realm of campus and to look at what takes place
in the legal system as well," said
Thomas.
Goetting's lecture is spon- sored by Faculty Lectureships and
the Department of Sociology.

What: Anne Goetting
lecture

When: Tuesday, 7:30
p.m.

Where: Higley
Auditorium

ter much of the time, teaching herself how to swim and to keep
afloat. She lived the "swim, sleep,
eat" life because of her passion for
the water.
Ozolina's commitment to
swimming reached a new level after her participation on the 2000
Latvian Olympic team. When commenting on her performance at
Sydney, Ozolina said, "I improved
my time, but I didn't get any big
medals. If there were 70 people
there, I came in 30. That's one of
the reasons I came to Kenyon to
improve my time."
Ozolina went to Shaker
Heights High School in Cleveland
for 8 months during her freshman
year of high school, but was unable to finish the year due to differences in the American and
Lativan school system. In Latvia,
middle school runs through the 9th

fit

t4 St- -

grade and high school is from 10th
through 12th grades.
"I had to pass exams in my
country," she explained, so I had to
leave early." When she left Latvia
for the first time, she thought there
was no chance she'd be back, but
then "I saw in my dreams coming
back," Ozolina said, laughing.
"When I went to Cleveland

for high school, many people
were like, 'What is Latvia? Is that
a country? What is that? Do you
have TVs ... refrigerators? Is it a
jungle?' But here at Kenyon many
people know. That's nice." Ozolina
noted that her home country is flatter than Ohio. In fact, the highest
hill in Latvia is "probably like the
one you go down to get to the
swimming pool" at Kenyon.
The biggest difference between Kenyon and Latvia is that
"people smile here ... I love it!"
said Ozolina. She can always tell
when American people come to
Latvia because "almost all Americans have pretty smiles. People in
my country are not as happy."
Ozolina is a hopeful Economics major and is interested in pursuing graduate school in the future. For
right now, though, she is happy
studying her English, learning new
phrases and taking in the American
culture. She has found American
television shows appealing, admit-

love of

ting to her newly-foun- d
"Friends." "I'm going

to start 'Felic-

ity' next week," Ozolina said, smiling.
Despite her television-watchin- g
intentions, her roots are always
in swimming, and as a final piece
of advice to everyone at Kenyon
she urges all to come to the swim
meet at 4:00 p.m. on Friday to
cheer on the Ladies at home as they

challenge Denison University.

tti;ii3tv

Former NOW Prez to inspire Kenyon
Patricia Ireland, president of the National Organization of Women
will present a lecture on "The Future of Femi
(NOW) from 1991-200- 1
nism: A Global Perspective." The talk will take place Tuesday from 9- 10 p.m. in Rosse Hall. Ireland's talk is sponsored by Student Lecture
ships and is open to the public.
Shayla Myers '02 described Ireland as, "One of the foremost lead
ers of the modern feminist movement." Myers added, "Under her tenure as president of NOW, Ireland was very proactive in gaining new
membership. She is very outspoken about issues of abortion and reproductive rights for women. What's also important is she addresses
global feminism, which is really relevent concerning what's going on
NOW
in the world today." Under Ireland's leadership from 1991-200has helped the election campagns of numerous female politicians and
g
significantly increased membership in such ways as organizing a
750,00 people in 1992 for NOW's March for Women's Lives.
Ireland has said of her goals, "We find ourselves at a critical point
in nistory. women are caneu upon to ueicuu eveiy uu in piugicM wc
have made against particularly virulent attack. But we must also hold
out a vision, put forth a positive agenda of what women need and want,
and then move forward toward that dream."
1,

record-breakin-

Robert Thompson talk rescheduled
The lecture "The Four Moments of the Sun: Kongo Art in Two
Worlds" by Colonel John Trumbull Professor of Art History and Master of Timothy Dwight College at Yale University Robert Farris Th
ompson will take place on Sunday at 7:30 p.m. in Higley Auditorium.
The lecture was previously scheduled for September 1.6 but was cancelled due to the terrorist attacks.
Thompson is the author of eight books, including Flash of the
n
Art and Philosophy, the first com
Spirit: African and
traditions. The talk is sponsored
religious
African
prehensive study of
and
the African-America- n
and
Lectureships
Faculty
by Kenyon's
American Studies departments.
African-America-
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Family torn apart by its past in Buried Child

0

Senior thesis production of three students features unusually large cast and dangerously big secret
BY SAMANTHA SIMPSON

AND GORDON UMBARGER

Collegian Staff
"Never a dull moment," said
sophomore light board operator
Mara Bernstein of her time with
the cast and crew of Buried Child.
The play, written by Sam Shepard,
is the senior thesis production for

three of the cast members
(Brendan Griffin, Sergei Burbank,
and Celsea Wurster) and the director (Erin Fitzgerald). Buried Child
will be performed tomorrow night
and Saturday in the Hill Theater
at 8 p.m. Tickets are $1 and available at the Bolton box office.
Buried Child offers a glimpse
inside the world of a dysfunctional
family coping with the murder of
a child that should have never
been born. The discovery of the
child's remains in their backyard
places even further strain on the
relationships between these individuals. Griffin (Vince) calls the
play "startling," one of the reasons
he chose this play for his senior
thesis.
Building characters and creating a world rife with secrets and

E

What: Buried Child
When: Friday and
Saturday, 8 p.m.
Where: Hill Theater
derstand who or what my character really was."

Senior cast member John
Guill encountered a different sort
of obstruction in creating his character, Bradley.
"I play a character with one
good leg, and adding that physical external was really hard to adjust to," said Guill. "There's also
the disposition of the guy. He's a
really dark, tormented character;
I like to consider myself the opposite of that."
Further, this senior thesis production is unusual because of its
large cast.
"So many of the senior thesis shows I've seen have been

hostility was challenging for

shows," said
Burbank, who plays Tilden.
"We're lucky that our senior
class likes each other so much. I
wanted to work with people I

many reasons. Senior cast member Emily Askin (Halie) said the
play is "thick with ambiguity. It
took a couple of readings to un- -

really liked and I wanted to work
with a lot of them."
For first year Kieran Nulty,
who plays Father Dewis, the

BY JONATHAN

KEEFE

Film Critic

The Insider
Saturday, 8 p.m.
Higley A uditorium

Rounding out KFS' "Al
Pacino is a

week is The
Insider, one of the most compelling films of 1999. As an added
bonus, The Insider is a film with
a great deal of social relevance to
the
issue of smoking at
Kenyon, since it focuses on the
evils of "Big Tobacco."
Although far from an objective depiction of the exposure of
a sinister conspiracy, The Insider
d
is the
account of how
two men reluctantly became entwined in one of the most controversial social and political issues
of the 1990s the conspiracy of
tobacco companies to enhance the
addictive properties of cigarettes,
then to cover up that conspiracy.
Russell Crowe (Gladiator, although he actually deserved his
Best Actor Oscar for his work in
this film) plays Dr. Jeffrey
Wigand, the "whistleblower" who
exposes the conspiracy to the
news media. Wigand has just been
fired from his position as VP and
Head of Research and Development at Brown and Williamson,
America's
tobacco
company. As part of his severance
package, Wigand signed a confidentiality contract that he would
not divulge any of the secrets of
his former employers.
hot-butt-

Bad-Ass-

"

on

fact-base-

third-large-

st

two-perso-

n

Lowell Bergman (Pacino), a
producer for "60 Minutes," eventually convinces Wigand to consent to an interview with veteran
newsman Mike Wallace (a superb
Christopher Plummer), although
Wigand fears the effects his breach
of the confidentiality contract
might have on his family.
But telling the truth isn't quite
so easy. After the interview has
been finished, the story takes a
surprising turn. Fearing a corporate lawsuit that could topple the
network, CBS executives pressure
Bergman to sanitize the story, removing any references to Wigand
or to any tobacco companies. How
Bergman, Wigand and Wallace
each react to the incredible pressures of the situation tests each
man's character and forms the
film's climatic scene.
Stylishly directed by Michael
Mann (Heat), The Insider works
as an intense thriller because of the
layered performances of the three
lead actors and the intelligently-writte- n
dialogue. And it puts such
issues as twenty-foo- t
boundaries
into a completely different perspective.

project has been particularly rewarding as an opportunity to work
with so many talented upperclass-men- .

v

"Initially it was very intimicertainly many of the
names of people in the cast are
heavyweights in the drama department," said Nulty. "Being in a cast
with so many seniors has helped
me a lot it's become a learning
experience. Just watching these
guys ... they have so much to pass
down, and they work so hard."

dating

j i

Despite the challenge of
working with controversial subject matter and a greater number of cast members, the experience of the show has been "a
lot of fun," said Keely Kurtas,
sophomore assistant stage manager. "It's a different show every
night." The production also has
provided the actors with an opportunity to "grow in their roles," said
first year assistant stage manager

Julie Devine. According to
Wurster, (Shelly), working with
the other actors has provided an
"exchange of ideas that has
been invaluable."
Although Fitzgerald "knew
the production would be really
challenging from the start," she
and the cast and crew were
ing and able to rise to the

will-

is theoretically derived. Arguably
his greatest work, 1975's Nash-

ville showcases Altman's skill
with juggling an enormous cast of
characters. Hailed by some as a
masterpiece and profound social
commentary, dismissed by others
as a pretentious, rambling mess,
Nashville is not a film that inspires
lukewarm reactions in its viewers.
Drawing a
parallel between the myths of celebrity that exist in Hollywood
and Nashville, Altman focuses on
lcss-than-sub-

tle

seemingly endless array of
wannabes, successes and
a

has-bee-

ns

who fight for supremacy on
an overcrowded social ladder.
Nashville unfolds as a series of
an airoverlapping
port, a traffic jam, a barbecue, the
Grand Ole Opry and finally at a
political rally for a "Replacement
Party" candidate.
The film's "point," if it has
set-piec-

es

j
y
i
?

Annie

Brendan Griffin confronts Ben Hahn in a rehearsal for Buried
"We wanted to do something really amazing for our
theses," she said, "so we just
attacked it with all we had and

one at all, could be that celebrity,
at a time when the media and the
political world feed off each other,
is becoming the new social class
system. Is fame really the new
American dream? Altman has repeatedly argued that it is, and has
pointed to a subplot in Nashville
that eerily parallels the murder of
John Lennon.
The real emphasis of Nash-

ville, however,

is in

Altman's

shrewd eye for the most subtle
nuances of social interaction. What
gives his complex story arcs such
impact is that he doesn't shy away
from situations or conversations
that might be embarrassing or uncomfortable. When some of the
conversations in Nashville completely lose their direction, it's because Altman directed the actors
to improvise. Even if it isn't always easy to watch, Nashville is a
consistently fascinating film.

with!

result." All that's left is fori
audience to be just as plea:
tomorrow night.
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Cominc Soon...
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yahoo.com movies

Christopher Plummer as "60 Minutes" newsman Mike Wallace in Tlx Insider.

I

392.2220

Movie-lin- e:

K-Pa-

recent years, the term

"Altmanian," as applied to multicharacter plot structures (re: Magnolia), has lost pretty much any
connection it ever had with direc-to- r
Robert Altman, from whom it

we're really happy

7:10,

Nashville
Wednesday, 10:15 p.m.
Higley A uditorium
In

Chili

Black

The
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time collector of children's books and
friend of Younger.

A&E Editor

The history of illustration in
children's literature goes back to the
beginning of the nineteenth century.
At this time, most of the color found
in books was applied manually, but
the invention of the chromolithograph
in Germany and France around 1830
allowed for more complex illustrations. The technology was originally
used for the reproduction of paintings,
and later applied to greeting cards and
advertisements.
The first use of the chromolithoilgraph in books were single-collustrations that added mood to the text,
but later a three-colprocess was developed which consequently required
precision of registration and thorough
understanding of color theory. The
cover of Dame Crump, published by

dwarfs and giants comprise
will be on display in
what
of
part
exhibit. Titled
Gallery
Art
Olin
latest
tc
Ulus-Victorian
Time:
a
Upon
Once
v
the
exhibit
Children's Books,"
with
a
at
reception
opens tonight
from 7 to 8 p.m.
x Gallery
According to Olin Art Gallery
exhibit curator Dan Younger,
books on display are on loan from
Fanes,

ai

for--i'I-

Di-ctora-

of many

collections

nd

individu- -

exhibition is dedicated to the
.
r ii.
J i IT I I
i ici , a mi ig- 1 terpen n.

The
--

1

nusi

iHOrV 01

or

or

Springfield,

rry-"-

....

ala.org
of chudrens lit uluscranon has

The winner of
medal for the most1
Languished American picture book
lr children is So You Want to Be
fasident, illustrated by David Small.
2001 Caldecott

What: "Once Upon a

1

Books"

When: Tonight, 7 p.m.
Where: Olin Art Gallery-

A

-

-

Andersen and the Grimm Brothers,
and works such as The Fables of
Aesop, originally published in 1857.

John Newbery

(1713-176-

7)

was one of the first to recognize the
lack of children's literature and the
need to create engaging characters
for young people to enjoy His contribution contributions are recognized today through the American
Library Association's annual John
Newbery Medal to the author of the

Yr 'i

distinguished work of

most

ample of some of the greatest capabilities of this process. Later illustra-

children's literature.

authors such as Hans Christian

(1

Time: Victorian
Illustrated Children's

at the Gallery and serves as an ex-

Edmund Evans, whose process involved as many as ten separate color
blocks for the printing of a single image, a technique that dramatically improved the quality of illustrations.
The books on display in "Once
Upon a Tune" are from the mid-t- o
late nineteenth century. Illustrations
include those for fairy tales by famous

anged over the years.

--

d

tion techniques included that of

.

POT

tie

Massachusetts-base-

McLoughlin Brothers, is on display

,

;

- 1J

he face
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Gallery exhibit makes art of illustrations

GORDON UMBARGER

v private
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The fairy tale is one of the
most important genres of
children's literature in terms of
those that called for captivating
color illustrations. These stories
have their origins chiefly in Italy,
France, Germany, Denmark, Ireland and England. In his brochure
to accompany the exhibit, Younger
describes these stories which set
aside disbelief and "present a
world in which the difficulties of

Courtesey of Olin An Gallery

Richard Doyle's illustration for Andrew Lang's The Princess Nobody
ordinary life are commonly outwit- ted by extraordinary means and
Certainly, the visual representa- -

tion of such imaginative subjects has
played a major role in children's
perience of reading as it has evolved
ex-power-

s."

today.

Symphonic Winds to perform malestrom of music
RACHEL ARMSTRONG

BY

AND TRACY MILLER

Collegian

prim and proper

They may look
their

black-and-whit-

Staff
bow-tie-

e,

d

exterior of the

y

Symphonic Wind Ensemble
s a group full of dedication, en- f
;y and, if nothing
else, volume.
lie Ensemble will
blow the roof off
osse Hall in its first
enyon

full-leng- th

pncert of the

academic year

Satifr-p- y

at 8 p.m.

The Ensemble,

under the direc

BY AARON

EMIG
BRIAN MCALLESTER

AND

Culinary Critics
On a

lazy afternoon adventure

F Columbus, we found ourselves
Wed at the corner of North High
;reet

and Route

62 in the suburb
Albany. Overcome by a
rave of sweet
smelling Italian aro- Fljs, we decided
our next escape
"i the Hill
would be to The
ag!e's Villa
Pizzeria.
Upon our arrival for an early
pnner we
were met with closed
l3ofs
and relative silence. How-;ver-5:00 p.m., a herd of hungry
homers stormed in. Clearly, we
happened upon the local hot
Wof New Alhanv Ohio As the
f

New

at

ors

nnn

j .l

.

ed in,
front

we elbowed our way to
of the line, avoiding the

J,ruly band

of cleated

pre-pube- s-

difficulty of the music and the
quality of the performances, an
effort that hasn't gone unnoticed
by the Ensemble members.
"I think that Heuchemer is
trying to move in the direction of
doing things that are different
from the norm," said junior flutist Mary Hanna. "We're still doing
some pretty normal, standard
stuff, like Festive Overture and
the military suite, but we're also
playing some music that isn't as
expected but is still really good."
Besides a common love of
performing, Kenyon's instrumentalists return to the Symphonic

Wind Ensemble semester after semester largely due to the
charismatic Heuchemer, or "H," as
his students know him.
"I tell H. that Buddy is the
reason I'm in band," joked junior
trombonist Denise Darlage, referring to the director's dog, a frequent
visitor to rehearsals. All joking
aside, she continued, "I think H.
brings tremendous enthusiasm and
love for music, and a lot of background knowledge of style."
The director's enthusiasm
coupled with that of the students is
sure to produce harmonious results
Saturday evening. Band members

cent soccer stars and their families.
As connoisseurs of fine rural dining, Aaron and I decided
to sample a variety of items found
on the reasonably priced although tackily displayed menu
of this suburban establishment.
Considerate and compassionate
men that we are, we took note of
the available options for our veg-

sandwiches and subs, shrimp not
to be trusted, a wide variety of
homemade specialty pizzas and
a flurry of a la carte items.
To our delight, the food ar-

from the monotony of Kenyon's
pizza duopoly. It's a great place to
hang out with the buds or even that
special someone, with an atmosphere not unlike "The Max" from

E-Fl-

bge attire, but don't let that formal
pearance fool you. Behind the
pormance-read-

tion of Assistant Professor of
Music Dane Heuchemer, will perform Festive Overture by
Shostakovich, Suite Francais by
MaMilhaud, First Suite in
jor by Hoist and Divertimento for
Band by Persichetti.
"I think this semester's music choices are really good," said
junior flutist Erin McConnell. "A
lot of variation within the composers, a lot of great pieces for
each one. Plus, the band has been
working very hard, and it's a great
group to be in."
In recent years, Heuchemer
has made an attempt to step up the
at

etarian friends: cheese subs,
cheese pizzas, cheese breads and
the famous "gallon of salad."
Through a highly scientific
process of elimination an unbiased trial of rock, paper, scissors we decided upon the turkey sub, cheese pizza and garlic
bread. These options were found
scattered among a slew of other
Italian treats: a pound of spaghetti
smothered with cheese and baked
until golden brown, numerous

rived in under ten m i nutes. Toasted

garlic bread, freshly baked pizza
and warm roasted subs all complemented each other perfectly. The
meal was a culinary success. We
were treated with homegrown hospitality throughout the meal, and
caught the occasional friendly
glance from the local female employees.
The delicious food, "family-friendlatmosphere, and unbeatable prices make Eagle's
Villa Pizzeria a must visit. Without a doubt, pizza is the forte of
this fine establishment. Unique
flavor combined with flaky crust
and sweet sauce make this homebreak
made pie a
y"

well-deserv-

ed

What: Symphonic
Wind Ensemble
concert
When: Saturday,
p.m.
Where: Rosse Hall
8

await the concert with anticipation, joining sophomore low brass
player Joe Craig in the heartfelt
sentiment, "I hope I don't screw
up-- "

with a
homemade rustic twist. Trust the
rural connoisseurs the forty-fiv- e
minute trip is well worth the meal
that awaits you.

"Saved By The Bell"

Eagle's Villa Pizzeria
2 North High Street, New Albany

614.855.7600
Ratings (out of five):
Affordability

Atmosphere
Service
Good Food?
Overall Experience
Reccomended? Absolutely.
The final word:
Aaron: "Did you get our
waitress's phone number?"
Brian: "No, was too busy enjoying the meal. Don't worry
though, we'll be back."
I

Directions:
229 West into Mount
Vernon. (5 mins)
661 South. (15 mins)
62 West. (25 mins)
Eagle's Villa Pizza is at the
intersection of Route 62
and North High Street
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Stairwells, Chasers pack weekend with music
Staff Writer
The people of Gambier can
expect a week filled with rhythm
and melody. The Stairwells and
The Chasers, two of Kenyon's

musical
premiere student-leensembles, will give three separate performances. The Stairwells' Love Parade tour will bed

gin and end in Gambier with two
performances, one on Sunday at
10:22 p.m. in the Horn Gallery.
The second will take place on
Tuesday at 10:22 p.m. in the KC.
The Chasers will perform Friday
at 6:30 p.m. in Rosse Hall. Both
concerts are free and open to the
community, but expect seats and
space to be tight.
The Chasers promise to
present an exciting lineup of
song and performance at their

concert, exploring musical territory unusual even for this innovative group. In addition to
the traditional a cappella arrangements that are the

group's strength, audience
members can expect to hear
something that stretches the
limits of a cappella arranee- -

hi sVtii tt
What: Chasers concert
When: Friday, 6:30 p.m
Where: Rosse Hall

What: Stairwells "Love
Parade" Tour
When & Where:
Sunday at the Horn
and Tuesday at the
KG, 10:22 p.m.
ment. Senior John Hiester said
"The audience can expect us to
loosen up a bit and do some
things the Chasers haven't done
before. There will be some beas well as
bop, some hip-hosome great choral arrangements
that showcase the big sound that
fourteen voices can produce."
In addition to the twelve returning members of the group,
Friday's concert will showcase
two new singers, sophomore
Lauren Bierman and freshman
Kieran Nulty. In Chasers tradition, new members are expected
to perform a "new person" song.
Like all the Chasers' numbers,
rethe title of this "new-song- "
mains a secret until the performance.
Hiester said.'Tm not going
to mention any specific songs.
You'll have to come to the concert to find out. But there will be
some songs you haven't heard
before, as well as some tunes that
everyone knows and loves."
Following the Chasers' per
p,

WANTED
Writers for Arts and Entertainment
Fluency in English language

preferred
Compositional skills a plus
Apply via email to Gordon

at

umbargergkenyon.edu
Or in person at
The Collegian Office

the Tower of Peirce

in

Hall

mention this ad and recieve a FREE
story assignment!
.--

(1

ur,.

Take the Columbus Shuttle!
Food, Shopping, and Fun
November 10th
Meet in front of Bookstore at 10:00 AM
Sign up in the SAC
It's only $10 and you can put it on your
student account... your parents' pay!

formance, audience members
can attend one or both performance dates in The Stairwells'
"Love Parade" tour of Gambier.
The two performances will feature songs about love. The
theme of love songs seemed attractive, said junior Alex
O'Flinn, "since there are so
many songs to choose from in
that genre." The variety of types
of love songs that exist will
promise to make the concert

BY

CHRIS VAN NOSTRAND

Film Critic
Monsters, Inc. is one of the
most inventive movies of the
year. A testament to
old-fashion-

ed

storytelling and newfangled computer animation,
the film succeeds because of its
ability to keep the human elements at the center of the tale.
Even in the midst of high fantasy there remains a true simplicity to the whole affair, from
the motif of friendship to the
And
urging for
that appears as the genius of
Pixar Animation Studios: they
make movies in which the technology never trumps the basic
moral.
Monsters, Inc. refers to the
major power company in
Monstropolis, a bustling city
that shares a good deal with
human societies. The corporation supplies power through the
screams of children and thus
depends upon a highly skilled
team of "scarers" to enter bedrooms late at night and manuself-reflectio-

anything but repetitive. O'Flinn
said, "People can expect songs
ranging from '70s love ballads
mid-'80- s
pop, to the songs everyone listened to in high school.
We are covering a bunch of different styles of music in this con-

to

cert."
The Stairwells promise a
very different musical atmosphere from groups such as the
Chasers, the Cornerstones, the
Kokosingers and the Owl

humble creativity.
Further, the writers oiMon-- '
sters, Inc. rely upon the inherent absurdity of animation to
poke fun at nearly every Hollywood genre. The jabs at films
like Armageddon and The Right
Stuff, however, are never snide
or pretentious. For the silliness

of these creatures means that
they avoid being cosmopolitan.
These monsters are dorks and
they know it, which makes their
send-up- s
of past films both accurate and sweetly intentioned.
And despite the apparent

n.

facture some major startles.
Yet the twist of the plot goes
like this: the monsters are actually as scared of kids as kids
are of monsters. And according to popular legend, children are highly toxic to monsters as well. The movie follows this conflict from the
view of its two main protagonists, James P. Sullivan (the
company's best scarer) and
his best friend and assistant
Mike Wazowski.
Much like Shrek, Monsters, Inc. inverts and twists
common childhood stories
without making them unrecognizable. There's a very natural, understated imagination at
play in suggesting that monsters are afraid of kids. And by

ir-

reverence that Monsters, Inc.
shows toward Hollywood standards, it doesn't mind operating
f u idly within these tones as
I

well. Whether satire or roman-

tic comedy, Monsters, Inc.
appreciates that
to be undefined and absurd, to work within
these genres while simultaneously mocking them.
Inside jokes thus riddle the
movie, perhaps most effectively in using actors for not
works because

it

ability of animation

only their voices but for their
personalities as well. Steve
Buscemi, Billy Crystal and
John Goodman seem to be
playing send ups of themselves, not unlike Woody
Allen's neurotic insect in Antz.

Crystal in particular gives
more than a voice to Mikey;
rather, Mikey seems like a
cartooned and monsterized version of Crystal. This becomes
most apparent during the scenes
of Mikey's standup comedy,
which are ultimately references
to Crystal's past that are in many
ways funnier than anything he's

Creeks. The Stairwells

atmo-spher-

:

ever done in real life. He's go!
Brooklyn going full tilt in his
screechy brogue, once again
making the monster recognizable rather than simply bizarre.

Buscemi has

?jA
'J- -r

i

no trouble

playing the slimy Randall, a lizard-like
monster with evil
plans. Any similarity to Fargo
appears purely intentional. And
in a truly great bit of casting.
John Ratzenberger (Cliff from
"Cheers") plays the Abominable Snowman, who might as
well be sitting on a beer stool
while offering his know-it-athoughts on being the outcast
childhood fantasy.
All this silliness and insidecomedy never feels contrived o:
flimsy, however, because such
genuine emotions come throug:
on the screen. Few live movie
in recent months have ap
proached the basic human feel
ings underlying the entire ston
And perhaps this owes to the
somewhat manipulative nature
of animation in that mathemati
cal formulas for cuteness are
part of the computerized process. But that doesn't truly matter in relation to the writing.
which remains loyal to a dee:
sense of friendshiD.
, , beloneini
and
There might be some sen
ll

-

self-reflectio-

n.

timental notions within MoInc. but that sure feels
better than the kind of half

nsters,

baked emotion that movies usu
ally impose upon us. There;
nothing glib about what moo
sters and humans say and fee
in Monsters. Inc., which mean;
b
that this movie might just
good for us.
m

which they come before they
jump out of closets and from
under beds, the movie allows
for the illustration of a fantastic other-worl- d
that actually
looks quite a bit like the average American city.
This restraint and reality
shows up frequently throughout Monsters, Inc. Rather than
slip into wild or utterly bizarre
creations, and rather than invoke an unpredictable story, the
plot stays close to the common
experiences of youth. It's a

e

nship.

P

1

examining the world from

was

founded as an alternative to such
performance groups, offering a
casual place for people to pro.
duce and enjoy music. The
is a more casual one
where creativity and fun are central to the group's mission.
Both groups will provide a
complete weekend for audience
members, showing two very different sides of Kenyon musicia-

,;..)

,

BY MATT MCCAW

.

vahoo.com

Wazowski and Sullivan scare children worldwide in Monsters,

Inc.

--

l"s
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Ladies succumb to Denison in season finale
Denison the past two years, how
fitting it was to face their archrival
for a third year in a row, and on
Denison's homecourt, for that matter. Couple that with the fact that
the Ladies were looking for a big
win over a team that beat the La-

JAMES ROSENBLUM
Staff Reporter

BY

sense this was no
situation. The air told
one that something big was
Kenyon Ladies
Volleyball team. In the words of
sophomore Sarah Wild, 'Tor a
number of years, our last match
0f the season has been against
Denison, and it always has ended
to the end."
up to be a hard fight
Ladies
team
volleyball
the
There
stood with lightning striking a
third time as they drew Denison
tournament.
in the conference
Considering the fact that
the tournament sent them to
You could

ordinary

rthe

go-jngtooccurfo-

dies

in

Tomsich Arena twice

during the year, it appeared that
this day was destined.
Knowing that this was do or
die time, the Ladies had nothing to
lose. "Everyone plays their best
and the team ends up doing some
amazing things," said Wild. And
although there was little comfort
in the fact that Denison walked off
35-330-220-2- 4
with a 30-2win over Kenyon, the Ladies were
6,

7,

0,

able to hold their heads high and
take away many positives.
The greatest of these was
game 2, in which the Ladiesbattled
through 7 ties to take it 37-3Said senior setter Anna Novotny,
"This was the best game we played
all year."
Playing in their final games
in the Kenyon Purple, seniors
Novotny and Karen Orr had splendid games. Orr registered another
double-dig- it
game in kills with 10
(giving her a 132 for the year, 3rd
on the team), while Novotny
notched 42 assists, pushing her
total to a whopping 514 for the
year.
Looking on to next year,
5.

there's plenty of light at the end of

Juli Bailey and Maria Villegas
show promise and will continue
to make great strides. Villegas
was superb since being moved
to the outside and Bailey has
shown that she is ready by
notching double digit kills in
several games this year. Also,
Wild, sophomore Liz Raji and
freshman Sherry Cortes all are
capable of coming in and taking a game over, most notably
as Wild showed in Round 2
against Denison, and Cortes in
a 14-- 2 run that had Wooster on
its heels.
With almost a year to recruit, there is plenty of promise
for these Ladies in the future.

the tunnel. The nucleusof theteam
is extremely strong. The two jun-

iors, Cori Arnold and Lauren
Camp, provide a solid foundation
and experience to this developing
squad. Arnold, who led the team
in kills with 228, was at the top of
the league in blocks again and has
established herself as one of the
top middle hitters in the conference. Camp led the team this year
in digs with 323, and her savvy
and court awareness are great assets to the Ladies.

With the graduation

of

Novotny and Orr, several rising
stars on the team now get their
chance. Freshmen outside hitters

Ballroom dancers take fourth at DC Inferno
after the University of Maryland,
Renselaer Polytechnic Institute and
another University of Maryland
team. This was their second competition this year, their first being
the Cornell competition in October
in which they took first place.
Matt McCaw '02 and his partner Jen George '04 were the only
members of the Kenyon team to
place first in any event, taking first
in the silver level of American
Rhythm Cha ChaRhumbaSwing,
and first in the novice American
Rhythm Cha ChaRhumbaSwing.
Sara Murdock '05 and her part-

WINSTON

LOGAN

BY

Sports Editor

Ballroom dancing, a sport?
Kenyon College Ballroom
Dancesport club (KCBDC) participated in last weekend's DC
Dance Inferno competition held at

The

of Maryland, College Park. Competing against the
likesof Carnegie-MelloCornell,
Georgetown, NYU, the University
of Maryland and the University of
Pennsylvania, the men and women
of the ballroom dance team partook in rhumbas, tangos, mambos,
waltzes,
and various other
dances. Kenyon took fourth place,
the

University

n,

cha-ch-

ner Aleksander

as

Donev from

Princeton claimed third place in

the Bronze American Rhythm
swing.
Murdock and Dan Nickerson
'00 claimed third place in the

Bronze International

Samba.

Nickerson danced with Angie
Willoughby '04 toclaim fifth place
in the Bronze International
Willoughby combined
forces with Shailesh Karunakaran,
also known as Knight, from OSU
to land a second place finish in the
"Novice American Smooth Waltz
Stan-dardTang-

TangoFoxtrot.

Knight

o.

and

Kenyon's Taryn Myers '04 took
fourth in the Novice American
Smooth WalzTangoFoxtrot, while
Amy Mason '00 and Josh Mason

'00 took fifth place in the Gold
Cha Cha
RhumbaSwingMambo.
"The competition was fun, but
poorly run," said Myers.
KseniaSokolyanskaya'04took
a lucky rookie under her wing to
finish third in the Male RookieFemale Vet Swing. Phil Ross '03 did
the same to land a fifth place finish
in the Female RookieMale Vet
Swing
"I'm a JOCK!" said Ross.
Considering the size of
Kenyon and the club budget compared to the clubs of significantly
larger schools, Kenyon's team has
much to say for itself. With thirty

people on the team and one hundred club members who don't come
regularly, the KCBDC's popularity has greatly increased since the
club's inception in 1998. Perhaps
it helps that the Olympic Committee recently classified ballroom
dancing as an Olympic sport.

American Rhythm

"This," according to club
member Stephanie Spaulding '02,
"is why we want to be classified as
a sport at Kenyon."
The KCBDC participates in
four competitions a semester. They
go to the Purdue competition next
weekend, and finish up their season in two weeks with the Ohio
Star Ball.

Men's soccer season ends at the hands of OWU,
BY

JEREMY SUHR

Senior Staff Reporter
Last Friday the
soccer
Ohio
unseat

Kenyon Lords

team traveled to Delaware,
facing a daunting task: to
three-tim- e

defending North

Coast

Athletic Conference tournament champions Ohio Wesley,an
University on their home turf. The
night was chilly and the field wet
from heavy
when the

afternoon showers, but
Lords took the field the

atmosphere almost resembled
Mavec field in Gambier,
as Kenyon
fansoutnumbered

and drowned out
supporters.
Said senior Charlie Rich in an
allstu, "You proved
yourselves as
'he best fans
around and we greatly
appreciate it ... You guys made
nat game special
for all of us,
especially the seniors in their final
collegiate game." Senior Kulu
Moyo agreed,
saying "There was a
great Kenyon
crowd and I think
everyone in the team was excited
t0 Play
that game ... Nothing feels
k'ler than playing in front of a
Very supportive
and lively crowd."
Kenyon looked strong in the
'y going, and
in the fifth minute
after a burst
of speed down the
"gnt flank, junior
Tyler Perfect
"ng in a cross that Moyo headed
just over
the right corner of the
crossbar. On the wet and sloppy
fleld,
however, passing was diffi-cu- ll
and the extremely physical
nat"re of the
challenges prevented
match from settling into any
OWU's

'

kind of a flow, as the referee's
whistle got plenty of use. Along
with a combined eight yellow cards,
the two teams compiled 48 fouls in
the match.
While OWU began to exert
in possession,
domination
Kenyon's hardworking back-fou- r
of seniors Drew Gerkey and Josh

Montgomery, sophomore Jeff
Barret
Embleton and first-yeBohnengel kept OWU's attackers
on a tight leash and denied them
any clear chances.
Then, with 18 minutes until
halftime, Kenyon looked to be in
control after OWU's goalkeeper
Joe Anstine kicked out at sophomore Duma Magagula after both
contested a long ball near the edge
of the box. The referee immediately blew his whistle and pointed
to the spot for a penalty. Moyo
stepped up and drilled his kick
only to see Anstine somehow dive
to his right and get a hand to the
ball. After a scramble in front of
goal, OWU eventually managed to
clear the ball from danger.
Said Moyo, "I should have
put that one away, but their goalie
stepped up and made a great save.
After missing that PK I felt like the
world was imploding on me. It was
my first time to miss one and at a
very important game. However,
that's the nature of the game, you
lose some and you win some."
Although Kenyon's morale
seemed to sag for the remainder of
the half, the Lords still very nearly
ar

entered the break on top. With just
forty seconds to go, from the left
Perfect crossed low into the box
and Magagula slid in at the back
post and just missed connecting to
poke the ball home.
After the break saw yet more
action and
scrappy,
the match looked to be headed
toward a 0 draw. Then, eight
minutes in, Kenyon conceded a
foul 30 or 35 yards out from goal
on the left. OWU's Phil Miller
knocked in a cross that was flicked
on by another OWU player which
Glen Sullivan pounced upon to
stab home at the back post,
Kenyon began to press forward more, but before they could
create any quality chances, OWU
added a second on the counterattack. After a long run by OWU's
Tacuma Robinson, Miller dashed
open on the right and slammed
Robinson's cross past a helpless
Blanche.
the Lords
Despite trailing
showed their heart and redoubled
their efforts to find a way back into
the match. Just eight minutes after
conceding the second goal, Kenyon
won a free kick near the box on the
left. Moyo delivered the ball into
the middle of the box, and Perfect
headed the ball toward goal only
for it to deflect off Miller's arm.
Once again, the referee blew his
whistle and pointed to the spot.
This time, however, Lords
goalkeeper Blanche sprinted up
from the back to take the penalty.
hard-foug-

ht

0--

2-- 0,

The result was the same, as OWU's
Anstine guessed correctly and
stretched to deflect the ball wide
left.
After the penalty miss, several OWU fans rushed past
security to taunt the Kenyon contingent. Seconds later, however,
a resounding chant of "Safety
School, Safety School" from
Kenyon fans silenced OWU's
section.
Neither side created much
drama after the second missed
penalty, and the match ended
handing OWU their second
0
victory over Kenyon in two
weeks. OWU advanced to the
final to face Denison the next
day, winning 1 and securing an
automatic bid to the NCAA III
National Tournament. Afterwards, Moyo and Blanche were
named to the NCAC All Tournament Team. Kenyon finished the
showing a marked
year
improvement over last year's
record.
Said Coach Des Lawless,
"Though it is a cliche, the team
that wins is normally the one that
takes its chances, and OWU did
and Kenyon did not ... the end of
the day you accept it and look
forward to the next game. There
is no use moping about it, the
result does not change. This was
a great team performance only to
fall just short, but a great season
by the squad. I am already looking forward to next season."
-

2-- 0,

2--

3--

8-6- -3,

4--

13

2-- 0

Indeed, judging by how the
team ended this season, winning
6 of its final 9 games, the prospects for next year are exciting.
As Coach Lawless pointed out,
three of the team's six defeats
came against "nationally ranked

opposition

Wilmington and

Ohio Wesleyan
and two more
in overtime. Only once did we
concede three goals in a game,
and only twice conceded goals
in the first half.".
Defense proved to be
Kenyon's strength, as the Lords
conceded just 19 goals in their
17 games and recorded six shut-

outs. Said Coach Lawless,
"critical in this success were
those players who may not have
seen a great deal of playing time
but came to practice with an intensity that in turn made everyone
work. In every team's success
there are a lot of unsung heroes
... but without their focus and.
drive success is impossible. This
was the real key to our season."

Although finishing fourth
in the conference and advancing to the NCAC Tournament
was quite an accomplishment
season,
after last year's
expectations are high for next
4--

13

year's squad.
Said Moyo, "I think the
team will be good next year
and here is what I think the
goal should be: have the NCAC
tournament at Mavec field and

whoop ass."
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Kenyon football falls to Thiel in last away game
BYJAYHELMER
Sports Editor

This past weekend the Kenyon
Lords football team took a break
from the NCAC schedule and went
on their final road trip of the season
to Greenville, Pennsylvania for a
match up against the Tomcats of
Thiel. Unfortunately, the Lords lost
50-3- 5.

The Thiel game may have represented a break in the conference
schedule, but it was by no means
an easy game.
The Tomcats' previous game
had been a closely fought 38-2- 0
defeat at the hands of Washington
& Jefferson, currently ranked number three in the Division III poll.
The Lords came into the game
desperate for a win. As they took
the field on Saturday their record
fresh off a 58-1- 4 loss
stood at
to Ohio Wesleyan.
For the Lords, the game can be
best described as the continuation
of two trends that have defined
Kenyon's season.
The first of the trends was
evident in the first quarter of play.
The Tomcats were the first team to
light up the scoreboard when midway through the period Thiel
0-- 7,

quarterback T.J. Wiley capped a
touchdrive with a
down pass. The play marked the
fourth consecutive game in which
the Lords' opponents have scored
first.
The game began to differentiate from the past few Lords
contests in the second quarter. In
previous games, the Lords had
been unable to overcome first
quarter deficits. Three minutes
into the quarter, senior quarterback Tony Miga crossed the goal
line on a run to tie the game at 7.
howThe tie would be short-liveever, as the Tomcats scored the
next two touchdowns on a
pass and an
interception return respectively.
The Lords made a minor
comeback when sophomore running back Tim Clayton barreled
through the Thiel defense for a
d
touchdown run to pull
with the Lords within a touchThiel answered
down at 21-1back with a touchdown to bring
the halftime score to 27-1The third quarter began with
a Thiel touchdown to extend the
After the ensuing
lead to 34-1kickoff return, the Lords offense
stepped onto the field with the
47-ya-

2-ya-

rd

rd

d,

66-ya-

85-ya-

rd

rd

one-yar-

4.

d
ball on their own
line.
They promptly marched down the
field and culminated the drive with
a five-yar- d
touchdown pass from
Miga into the hands of sopho-

more wide receiver

Milan

Perazich. The catch was one of
Perazich's 13 of the day, two of
which went for touchdowns.
For an offense that had aver-- ,
aged under 15 points in the
previous four games, the Lords
had to be pleased with their offensive output. However, it
seemed that for every Kenyon
touchdown, the Tomcats had an
answer. About 4 minutes after
Perazich caught his first touchdown, Thiel scored again to make
it 40-2The offense had another
successful drive to close the 3rd
quarter, but Thiel put up 10 points
in the fourth quarter, opening up
a
gap which the Lords
were unable to close. Even after a
touchdown catch by senior Andy
Pillay late in the period, the game
ended Thiel 50, Kenyon 35.
1.

22-poi- nt

The loss was the Lords'

4.

4.

the play of the defense. They did
give up 50 points and 295 rushing
yards; however, they were able to
limit the Tomcats to just 77 offensive plays to the Lords' 98,
and most importantly they forced
a season high 8 turnovers including six fumbles and a pair of
interceptions by senior linebacker
Ben Mellino. Four Lords totaled
double-dig- it
tackles, led by sophomore Dustin Grannis with 11
tackles and senior Matt Lane with
10.5.
On the offensive side of the
ball, the 35 points scored by the
Lords were the most since the
Denison game in the third week
of the season. The Lords receiving tandem of Perazich and Pillay
were on top of their games, combining for 24 catches for 306
yards. Senior running back Neil
Hall also contributed with 77
yards.
Miga threw for 383 yards and
three touchdowns; however, he
also set the school record with
seven interceptions. Head Coach
Vince Arduini conceded "that not
all of those were his fault."
Arduini was also unsatisfied
with the running game. The Lords
managed just 58 yards, and 38 of

40-yar-

eighth of the season, but there
were a number of positives from
which the team draws some optimism for the final two weeks of
the season. First and foremost was

those were by Miga. "They rat
the ball much more effective,
then we did," said Arduini.
Overall the Lords
satisfied with their
performance.
According to Hall, "Wehac
many bright spots against Thiel
Our offense moved the ball consistently on them, especially
through the air, and our defense
came up with an unprecedented
number of huge turnovers. Play,
ers like Ben Mellino and Man
Lane had awesome games on
for us.
"We put together more in this
game than we have all year, but still
not quite enough. So we will build
on these positive notes in the final
two weeks. It's been a tough, disappointing and discouragingseason
all around for us and our record
shows that. However, not all has
beein lost ... I'm going to continue
to make the most of these last two
weeks, and these last two games."
Those last two games include
a home match against Earlham to
whom Kenyon lost by a field goal
last year. The Lords close their
season-witaThursday night game
under the lights at Mt. Vernon High
School against Hiram.
wererea-sonabl-

y

D

h

Runnin' down Kenyon Cross Country's Coach Gomez
ning throughout high school and
While in college, Gomez
college.
Sports Editor
coached nearby teams and got
Duane Gomez has reason to his start.
"I always kind of wanted to
gloat. The Ladies Cross Country
team, swept the competition to be a coach," he said.
After coaching in college,
meet last week
win the
Gomez coached at Mt. Vernon
in Crawfordsville, Indiana. He
Nazerene College until the cross
was named NCAC Women's
country position opened up at
first
the
Coach of the Year for
Kenyon in 1984. Since then, he
crossHis
1995.
men's
iime since
done much to shape the
has
this
undefeated
team,
country
season, won the conference for growth of Kenyon's cross country program.
the third time in three years. Af"The men have developed
ter the meet, Gomez received the
NCAC Men's Coach of the Year more," he remarked. "In the earlier years, n the '80s and early
award for the third year in row.
Considering his recent '90s, we never had a whole
double crowning, Gomez seems group of strong distance guys,
or distance psychos for lack of
to be somewhat of an extraordinary coach; yet when asked why a better word, until the early
'90s. Then we started pulling
he thought he was named coach
them
in."
and
said,
of the year, he smiled
the men's team has
While
men
the
"It's simply because of
done some serious improving
and women."
"He is unquantifiable," said since Gomez started in 1984,
Matt Cabrera '03, a member of the women's team has consisthe men's XC team. "Gomez is tently been a top conference
an entity in and of himself. He team.
"The women have basically
defies logic. You can't really
explain him. He's more than a been pretty strong, in the top
three in the conference every
man."
year. They probably have been
Originally from Los Angethe more solid distance group
les, Gomez and his family moved
and now the guys have that same
was
to North Carolina when he
in the fifth grade. While growing distance group, and we hope to
continue that."
up at home, Gomez was surThe successes of both of
influences.
rounded by running
teams are directly corGomez's
uncles
all
dad
ran,
my
"My
related with his workout plan.
ran, it was kind of a family thing."
While most coaches in the
Nevertheless, his family inNCAC will run hard 3000 meter
fluence did not prevent him from
pursuing other sports, namely or 1800 meter intervals with
three, four and five minute rests
football and basketball. Fortunately for Kenyon, he was cut in between, Gomez concentrates
on running the same intervals,
from both teams and pursued run
BY LOGAN
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Coach Duane Gomez was named NCAC coach of the year for both Men's and Women's Cross Country.

mnK
the result being finely tuned
aerobic machines. While his
training methods are somewhat
unorthodox, it is impossible to
deny their effectiveness on the
courses.
"He certainly gets the most
of
out his runners," said men's
Captain Cary Snyder '02.
"This year, as opposed to last
year, he has raised expectations and the team has
followed along. The workouts
have gotten tougher because
he knew that we had the talent
and the more years of experience to go the next level.
Before each race, what he tells
us to do has been raised from
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nlav Ull
rff
his expectations as far as what
we want to accomplish. He's a
good motivator."
Gomez takes his job above
and beyond the call of duty.
"He is very dedicated, really nice guy who cares a lot
about his team, a lot about his
runners, not just as runners,
but more as people," said Katie
Tully '04, a member of the
women's team.
"He encourages you to
find inspiration for your running not necessarily among
other people, but within yourself," said Meg Biddle '03.
"That's kind of the beauty of
running, is that it is a team
o c t iflor
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to Gomez,
just about
not
is
fas''
distances
running long
but rather about the largerrole
running can play in one's
about
I like best

According

cross-countr-

y

life-"Wha-

crosscountry runnings

t

n

thai

is so physically tough

a: nd

so

mentally challenging

that

ii

o

inside of yourself and find
what you are really made tha
Some are terrified to look
cros
deep, while the true
country runner contin
search within themselves
finrl what it takes to
never giving up."

el.
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Kenyon Ladies opened
oof cp;wrn Wednes- -

i

un.
October 31 with a
--

133-10- 9

LsiotheDivisonlumouniver- Bobcats. The team score
withstanding, the meet saw a
piberof Ladies turn in some fast
which
dv season performances,
week's
meet
this
for
well
jes
-

n-

Denison.

jinst

opened with the 400

The meet

where the
team
'04, Betsy
Beth Galloway
snatt'03, Meilyn Chan '05 and
Beth Gallo-a- v
enese Ozolina '04.
impressive
an
with
led off
but found
59.99,
of
time
hSason
iself behind OU's Shannon
illy, who finished at 59.68.
watt brought the Ladies to
:hin.02secondsofOU. Thanks
a quicker start by OU's Jillian
ileman and a split of 58.13 to
a's 1:00.68, OU ran away with
Ozolina closed hard,
race.
i;ting 52.44 to stop the clock at
12.16, but the Ladies found
jnselves over two seconds be-i- d
the Bobcats' 4:00.12. The
tats set a new Ernst pool record
t this swim, eclipsing the pre-iu- s
medley relay,

tier

jtatsoutswam the Kenyon

;

of 4:00.18.
individual

record

race of
freestyle, set the
e of the afternoon.
In a race
ere the lead belonged
to four
erent swimmers,
Kathleen
The first

day,

the 1000

Moore '04 took an early lead. She
held onto it for the first 500 yards,
turning in at 5: 1 7.97 at the halfway
mark. With two OU swimmers at
her feet, however, Moore began to
move back in with the pack. Mean-

while,

tri-capt-

Staff Reporter

dual meet of the
ar, the Kenyon Lords held their
ign as they beat Division
I Ohio
diversity 126.5 to 106.5 Wednes- October 31. Swimming at
fee, Kenyon won eight of the
the first

Kenyon's perfor

Mike Bonomo '02
M "We represented ourselves
and I was impressed at our
ity to dominate
OU through the
ply of the meet."
The Lords began
their domi
nion with an impressive win in
Wyard medley relay. Leandro
fateiro '05,
Daniel Kiepfer '03,
1,

pc
'04 and
NBoon '03 finished strongly in
p with Kenyon's "B" relay
Courtney-Brook-

ind

an

ue!'

BY
fast--rol-
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learned their lesson.
Saturday the Lords
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'04,
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third with a time of 25.63.
The next event, the 200 IM,
belonged to OU sophomore Shannon Kelly. Kelly split 27.93 at the
50, almost two seconds ahead of
the field, and did not relinquish the
lead. Junior Ashley Rowatt finished in second with a time of
2:13.25, turning in the fastest back-ha- lf
of the field. OU finished in
third and fourth, and junior Ladies
Claire Tindal and Annie Racek took
fifth and sixth, respectively.
During the diving break, senior Jessica Bellama took second
place on both the 1 meter and
boards, while freshman Liz
Gunnar was fifth on the
board.
The Ladies lost significant
ground to the Bobcats in the 200
fly. Shannon Kelly, Courtney
Gould and Jillian Coleman finished
to leave the Ladies continsenior
gent of Courtney-BrookAbby Rokosch, and
Tindal in fourth, fifth and sixth
place.
The 100 free belonged to
Ozolina, who used a strong second
half to leave Stephanie Pfaller,
OU's early leader, in her wake.
Ozolina's time was 53.42, ahead of
Pfaller's 54.00.
The 200 backstroke saw one
of the most exciting races of the
afternoon between OU freshman
Melissa Dunn and Kenyon's Sarah
Retrum '03. Retrum, who is tradiswimmer,
tionally a back-hal- f
closed hard, splitting 37. H7 t0
--

3-me-

1-m-

1-2-

ter

eter

-3

s,

tri-capta-

in

Dunn's 32.41 on the final 50. It
wasn't enough, though, as Dunn's
early lead afforded her the win,
finishing in 2:09.74, 0.09 seconds
ahead of Retrum.
The 500 freestyle featured
Moore, Landry and OU's Heather
Rennenbohm once again. This
time, however, Moore took the lead
at the 250 mark and didn't look
back. Finishing in 5:10.60, Moore
finished decisively ahead of the
field, turning in the fastest third,
fourth and fifth 100s of the field.
Rennenbohm surged ahead of
Landry after 400 yards, leaving the
Ladies with a 3 finish.
The 200 breaststroke was perhaps the Ladies' most commanding
victory of the day. Garratt was one
of the few Ladies to swim a truly
aggressive race, jumping to a
lead at the 50 and
maintaining it throughout. Rowatt
swam a much different race, relying on her strong closing speed to
distance herself from the OU challengers.
The two different
strategies had similar results, as
the scoreboard showed Garratt winning in 2:28.75 to Rowatt's 2:29.86,
with OU's top swimmersome three
seconds back.
Although the outcome of the
meet was already determined in
the Bobcats's favor by this point,
the Ladies 400 free relay team of
1--

two-seco-

Galloway,

Courtney-Brook-

nd

s,

Moore and Ozolina managed to
defeat the Bobcats by over a second, finishing in 3:35.57.

was
generally pleased with the team's
performances. "This meet was
the closest we've been to Ohio in
my four years here, and it's certainly one of the fastest first dual
meets I've seen in a while.
"Obviously, the fact that
people are bringing their races
home well speaks to where we
are in terms of training. We've
just finished a three week aerobic training block, so we're not
going to have the speed necessary to take races out as fast as
we will later on. But it's clear
that we were ready to go out and
we were in there fighting
race
for a win in almost every event
against a strong Division I team."
Tomorrow at 4:00, the LaCaptain

Courtney-Brook-

s

dies will host NCAC rival
Denison. While the overall outcome of the OU meet was not as
much a focus for the Ladies as
their individual performances,
the Denison meet promises to be
a closely contested team battle.

against
"This meet
Denison is definitely one we
want to win," said Courtney-Brook-

s.

"They're the team
we're going to have to face at
the end of the year. And while
the outcome of Friday's meet
doesn't mean anything about
later on, any time we swim
against a team like Denison,
we want to take advantage of
every opportunity we can to
race them."

OU to take second in
3:39.02.
This relay evoked excitement
within the fans that would last
throughout the meet. 'The team
really came together nicely. The
relays were impressive," said Nora
Geary '04, a Kenyon Lords fan.
"Read Boon swam like a bullet!"
In the next event, the Kenyon
swimmers continued their success
when Bonomo, David Gold '04 and
Ben Whitcomb '05 swept OU in the
1000 yard freestyle, placing first in
9:52.21, secondin 10:08.40 and third
in 10:14.97, respectively.
The next two events allowed
the Lords to demonstrate their fortitude once again. Boon and Petar
Krvaric '04 claimed first in 1:45.13
and second in 1:46.21 in the 200
yard freestyle. The 50 yard freestyle
brought Carlos Vega '03 to victory
ng

in 22.42, while Chris Brose '02
snatched second place in 22-5- 7 by
of a second
only one
from OU's Mike Shelby.
Though OU took their first win
with the 200 yard IM in 1:58.32 by
Stephen Stanley, the Kenyon men
regained their control of the meet
e
when Vega took his second
finish in the 200 yard butterfly
in 1 :55.70. Elliot Rushton '05 placed
second in this event with a time of
2:00.09.
The 100 yard freestyle was the
closest event of the meet. Once
again, the Kenyon Lords took top
three. Brose, who made a emphatic
finish earlier with the 50 yard
freestyle, touched first at 49.81, only
of a second
a single
faster than Jon Phillipsborn '03 at
49.82. Captain Connor Sheehy '02
placed third at 49.93.
th

one-hundred-

first-plac-

one-hundred-

th

Monteiroand Courtney-Brook- s
prevailed in the 200 yard backstroke
at 1 :52.88 and 1 :56.43, respectively.

This event marked the last of
Kenyon's official triumphs.
The Lords then swam the events
exhibition, which made way for OU
victories in the 500 yard freestyle by
Jonathan Palmer at 4:58.97, the 200
yard breaststroke by Matt Cormier
at 2: 1 7.25 and the 400 yard freestyle
relay by Shelby, Jason Folt, Adam
Osweiler and Eric Flecher at 3:16.
Though the Lords were not swimming the last events for points, the
Kenyon exhibition swimmers managed to swim faster than OU in all
three of these events.
In diving, Hall Carlough '05
took second with 265.50 points to
OU's Robert Krichbaum with 291
points in the 1 meter diving event.
Despite his initial defeat, Carlough

was able to take the lead in the 3
meterdivingby just over three points.
In thisevent, Carlough finished with
243.75 points and Krichbaum with

24038.
Kenyon's powerful showing
against OU brought confidence to the
Lords. With two consecutive wins
under their belt, the Lords look towards the future and their upcoming
meet with longtime rival Denison.
"I would like a strong performance against Denison like in our
meet against Ohio University," said
Bonomo. "We need to dominate
from the beginning until the end,
and swim with our hearts. If we
prove ourselves as the team I know
we have the potential to be, we will be
successful on Friday."
The Lords face the Big Red tomorrow at Ernst Fitness Center at 7
p.m.

ruggers trample Marion to end season on high note

e

lift

1

feive events.

Regarding

Landry

s,

ELENA BONOMO

ce, captain

Kristin

swimming in an outside lane, began to move up after establishing
herself in fourth place for the first
half of the race, turning in a 500
split of 5:20.04, two seconds behind Moore's pace. The race came
down to the two Ladies each being
challenged by a Bobcat. Landry,
thanks to a stellar back half of
5:15.05, finished first in 10:35.09,
just ahead of OU's Abby Fogel,
while early leader Moore was narrowly touched out by OU's Heather
Rennenbohm,
in
finishing
10:38.09.
The 200 freestyle saw senior
Madeleine Courtney-Brook- s
employ a strategy similar
to Landry's. Swimming in fourth
place behind three Bobcats for the
first 100 yards, Courtney-Brook- s
used strong turns and a second 100
that was over a second faster than
the rest of the field to finish decisively in second with a time of
1:56.75. Courtney-Brooklike
her race,
Landry, negative-spli- t
coming home in 58.16 after going
out in 58.59.
Sophomore Beth Galloway
owned the 50 freestyle. Galloway
finished in 24.26, an NCAA Division III consideration time.
Freshman Emmie Dengler was

out-touchi-

In

15

swimmers take cross - divisional win over OU

Lord
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The Kenyon Collegian

Swimmers suffer close loss to OU
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took on
that
Bowling Green's B
.nw iiiaiviiup. many
On. a tpam

of Marion's players seemed to be
way beyond the bloom of youth. In
preparation for this matchup the
Lords put in an intense week of
practice prior to the meeting. This
was indeed impressive for a club
and
sport that is
training
a
enforce
to
has no coach
regime.
It paid off. Kenyon won 24-1- 2
due to an impressive total effort.
self-regulato-

Jake

ry

Greenspan

'02,

Karl

Reichstetter '03 and Chris McKeon
'03 all scored tris the rugby
equivalent of a touchdown for the

first time in their rugby careers.
Ludi Ghesquiere '02 scored on a
penalty kick for the Lords.
Kenyon jumped out to a 5
win in the first half. Bowling Green
grabbed the lead in the second half
by scoring a tri to push the score to
10-After that it was all Kenyon.
Kenyon went on to score a penalty
kick and three tris.
Captain Alex Merrill '02 said
of the team's performance, "we
showed up to play, that's how we
won." Merrill went on to point to
the team's solid defense as being
7--

7.

key to their victory over Marion.
The team's young legs obviously outlasted the older men
of the Marion squad. In the first
half the Lords started off sluggish, yet they came out storming
after halftime. Their energy was
displayed in other aspects of
the game. In the first half the
rucks, or competitions for the
ball, did not bring out the best
in the Kenyon team. But in the
second half they were much
better on those and dominated
their opponents. On the scrum

(similar to football's line of
scrimmage) they dominated
Marion using tips given to them
by a referee from their game
against Bowling Green.
The Lords were happy with

their performance. Teddy
Symes '04 said of the team's
victory, "it was great to finish
the season off like we did ...
there's a lot of potential for having a strong squad for the
spring." The team finished its
fall campaign 2 and is ready
for the spring season.
2--

THE LAST WORD

might not know who they are. They're
the people that you see walking around or
making you sandwiches at the Village
Market, possibly even filling up your gas
tank, but honestly, do you know their name
or anything else about them? Four years is
certainly long enough to get to know the townof Gambier.
But the reality is, we students tend to wrap ourselves up
in life at Kenyon and forget about "life in Gambier."
As our time here passes, we grab our degrees and run
to other places, but there are many people here that remain
behind to serve students that come after us, just as they did
the ones that came before. If there's anything we know
about Kenyon, it's that it is more than just a quaint
views, it's
collection of Gothic buildings and farm-fille- d
and
professors,
also about the people. Not just students
but postal workers, store owners, bookstore clerks and
even the occasional animal. Faces have names, and
names have stories. Today we're going to hear a few.
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Norm plays in the leaves.
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Norm sits for an apple.

BY ADAM SAPP
Senior Production Editor
Not all of Gambier's most popular faces are ones that
resemble our own. Ten year old Norman, an AKC registered
yellow Golden retriever owned by Gambier House caretakers
Elizabeth and Jacques Lavoie, is the sort of dog whose daily
routine would make any student more than envious.
"He's pretty vegetative," said Elizabeth Lavoie of
Norman's daily activities. "He usually just walks and eats."
At four cups of food a day plus numerous other extras,
Norm's diet is in no way lacking substance. Although he
doesn't have the highest Canine I.Q. the Lavoies report they
gave him a standard recommended dog I.Q. test four times and
he failed each time Norm is no slouch. He is reported to love
Kenyon students, but not for reasons one might typically
expect.
"As dogs go, he's not very smart," said Jacques Lavoie.
n
food in
"But he loves students because they throw
it
the bushes and he eats all. Apples are his favorite food. He
has what I call his "apple pull;" it's when we're walking on the
leash and he begins to pull furiously until he finds the apple,
and when he finds it, he's excited."
Born on January 21, 1992 in Philadelphia, Norm was
named after the "Cheers" character of the same name, whose
own penchant for inactivity seemed to be comparable to
Norm's. He spent his first three years with the Lavoies in
Philadelphia, and in 1995 made the move to Ohio after the
Lavoies purchased the Gambier House. Now Norm lives out
his days in relative ease. He has his own bed and his own end
of the couch in the Lavoies' home. He also enjoys his own
kiddie pool in the summertime and interacts with Gambier
House guests if and when he feels like it. Norm reportedly
loves the snow and enjoys interacting with students so long as
he receives his fair share of petting. The Lavoies feel that his
most endearing quality is his demeanor.
"I think it's his friendliness," said Elizabeth Lavoie, "the
way he makes people smile. So many people still refer to him
as a puppy, and I think his face still looks a lot like he did when
he was a puppy."
But Norm won't be around forever. The Lavoies are
looking to relocate to Montreal to be closer to family within the
next five years, and are currently begining the search to find a
couple to buy the Gambier House and continue to run it. "We
have put out emails to Kenyon alums, but we're not in any
hurry to sell," said ElizabethLavoie.
Until then, both Norm and the Lavoies will remain
frequent visitors to south campus, where Norm will remain on
the lookout for a good petting and another meal in the bushes.

The Last Word
BY ADAM SAPP
Senior Production Editor
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He's not just any other member of the community, he's
possibly the most recognized man on campus, and it has been
that way for years. Even so, only a few people call him by his
real name, and even fewer know exactly why he's here. But,
doubtless of how much you know about Jim Montgomery, it
doesn't change the fact that you probably still refer to him as
"The Pipe Smoking Man."
"It doesn't bother me," said Montgomery of his somewhat mysterious status. "When you get to be my age, you care
less and less about things."
He can be spotted most days walking along Middle Path,
pipe in hand, conversing with students brave enough to
introduce themselves. "I answer lots of questions to students
who want to know what it was like when I was here."
Montgomery, currently listed as an Affiliated Scholar of
the campus, is a 1957 graduate of the College and currently
resides in Gambier. After graduating Kenyon with a degree in
physics, he entered the military and remained there until 1960.
After leaving the military he went on to the University of
Connecticut to receive his Master's degree in physics. While
in the military, Montgomery became interested in Nathanial
Bowditch, the first American to master celestial mechanics,
and the author of the New American Practical Navigator, a
manual containing navigational aids, tide tables and astronomical tables that remains in general use today. It was to
research Bowditch that Montgomery came back to Gambier in
1989, and he has been here ever since. Over the years,
Montgomery notes that Gambier has remained relatively the
same, with a few exceptions.
'The biggest changes I've noticed are that young professors can't afford to live in Gambier anymore," said
Montgomery, "so now young faculty live way off campus
unless they are lucky enough to find something. I think that's
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affected the dynamic of the college in some ways, maiiT
that there's less interaction between students and profess
Montgomery also notes another features of Gambier th;
different: size and noise.
"There were only 450 male students at the time was
so Gambier wasn't so crowded," said Montgomery.
cars were reserved for off campus use ... there was lesst.
and no air conditioning so the campus was quieter,
noticed a constant background noise from all theaircond;
ers here now and it makes the campus extremely
compared to when I was a student. I didn't notice it until;
four summers ago when we lost all the power in Gambi;
the day, and then I realized where the sound was coming:
the air conditioners."
Despite Gambier's increase in population and itst.
streets, Montgomery continues to write and research in:
n
J I.
live contentment. Montgomery ana nis wonc on hot;
were the focus of a March 11, 2001 feature article ii
Columbus Dispatch. Also, he recently published an artic'
Bowditch in the 2001 publication of The History of Sck.
theUnitedStates. Montgomery 'sbookon the lifeof Bon:
is due out next November, just before the 165 yearannive:
of Bowditch's death.
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Who Am I?
We have selected some people in the Gambier community, and we want you to get to know them. Be
low are six unnamed men and women. Your task is to fill in the blanks with their first and last names, a
out the game piece and return it to the Collegian office at the top of Peirce tower by Wednesday morand
ning. Just slide your game piece under the door if no one is here. Your name, email room number
pieces
game
PBX must be on the game piece. On Wednesday night of next week, we'll pick one of the
their
of
out of the box and the winner will receive a $20.00 gift certificate to the Gambier restaraunt
choice, courtesy of the Collegian. Thanks for reading this week, now get out and meet Gambier!
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